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1.0

A

labama EPSCoR (Experimental Program to Stimulate Competitive Research) is dedicated to the development of scienti fi c and engineering capabiliti es through state research university collaborati on.
Research performed by our universiti es represents a substanti al industry in Alabama. Acti viti es are
designed to att ract disti nguished scienti sts, young investi gators, and researchers from various fi elds,
fostering economic development through investments that result in cutti ng-edge technologies and
sti mulate competi ti veness in medicine, biotechnology, engineering, mathemati cs, and other applied
sciences.

A

labama EPSCoR was very successful in securing new funding during 2008 from the Nati onal Science
Foundati on, U.S. Department of Energy, Nati onal Aeronauti cs and Space Administrati on, and
the U.S. Department of Agriculture. New awards totaled more than $ 24M while CY2008 research
expenditures totaled more than $11M. Alabama’s annual investment in the EPSCoR Program has
averaged $ 470K since 2006. For new awards, this is a return on investment of over 51 to one. For
CY2008 research expenditures the return on investment is more than 23 to one.

I

n September 2008, Alabama EPSCoR was awarded a NSF Research Infrastructure Improvement
Cooperati ve Agreement (RII-3) at $ 15M/ fi ve years. Researchers from all seven Ph.D. granti ng
insti tuti ons in the state are working under the directi on of fi ve NSF Centers of Excellence. Troy State
University and Lawson State University, in additi on to Alabama A&M, Auburn University, The University
of Alabama, the University of Alabama at Birmingham, the University of Alabama in Huntsville, and the
University of South Alabama received more than $ 6M in new NSF Co-funding awards. The University
of Alabama and Auburn University were two of only twelve universiti es awarded DOE State Laboratory
Partnership Awards nati onwide.

O

ver the durati on of these grants, impacts will conti nue to be made. Since 2005, the NSF EPSCoR
$6.3M grant alone has had more than 750 parti cipants that range from high school students and
teachers to graduate and Ph.D. candidates. It has also purchased equipment, developed instructi onal
materials, hosted outreach programs, and resulted in numerous publicati ons and patents. In additi on,
the four NSF Centers of Excellence brought in an additi onal $ 17.4M in research funding over the
course of the (2005-2008) grant period. The $ 1M annual ACHE funded Graduate Research Scholars
Program has supported more than 70 graduate students parti cipati ng in EPSCoR grants with projecti ons
of supporti ng 48 in 2009.

T

he Alabama ESPCoR program conti nues to be a valuable contributor to scienti fi c and engineering
infrastructure, research capabiliti es, educati on, and economic development across the state. We
look forward to conti nued investment for a stronger, more prosperous Alabama.

Re s p e c tf u l l y s u b m i tt e d b y ,
Alabama EPSCoR

Richard Marchase, Ph.D.
Chair, Alabama EPSCoR Steering Committ ee

Chris Lawson, Ph.D.
Acti ng Executi ve Director,
Alabama EPSCoR
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Activities sponsored by the
Alabama EPSCoR affect, in some
manner, the economy of every
county in Alabama and the lives
of Alabama citizens in many
ways including: education, health
care, and employment.
Current activity details can be
found in the following report.

To build, maintain, and grow
Alabama EPSCoR is to build,
maintain, and grow Alabama’s
education future.
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1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

EPSCOR STATEWIDE IMPACT

2.1 Experimental Program to
Stimulate Competitive Research

EPSCoR goals:
•

EPSCoR Mission, Goals & Objectives

•

EPSCoR began at NSF in 1978, when Congress authorized the agency to create EPSCoR in response to broad
public concerns about the extent of geographical concentration of federal funding of research and development (R&D). Eligibility for EPSCoR participation was
limited to those jurisdictions that have historically
received lesser amounts of federal R&D funding and
have demonstrated a commitment to develop their research bases and to improve the quality of science and
engineering research conducted at their universities
and colleges.

to provide strategic programs and opportunities for EPSCoR participants that stimulate sustainable improvements in their R&D capacity and competitiveness; and
to advance science and engineering capabilities in EPSCoR jurisdictions for discovery, innovation and overall
knowledge-based prosperity.

EPSCoR objectives:
•

•

•

to catalyze key research themes and related activities
within and among EPSCoR jurisdictions that empower
knowledge generation, dissemination and application;
to activate eﬀective jurisdictional and regional collaborations among academic, government and private
sector stakeholders that advance scientific research,
promote innovation and provide multiple societal
benefits;
to broaden participation in science and engineering
by institutions, organizations and people within and
among EPSCoR jurisdictions;
to use EPSCoR for development, implementation and
evaluation of future programmatic experiments that
motivate positive change and progression.

•
The success of the NSF EPSCoR programs during the
1980s subsequently prompted the creation of EPSCoR
and EPSCoR-like programs in six other federal agencies: the Department of Energy (DOE , the Department
Defense (DOD), the U.S. Department of Agriculture 2008 Program Status
(USDA), the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), the National Institutes of Health (NIH) NSF EPSCoR: During 2008, Alabama EPSCoR recieved $333K
and the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).
in supplemental funding in the final year of a $6M Research

Infrastructure Improvement Grant; the Hurricane Katrina
study continued and led to the submission of a Track 2
proposal; and ALEPSCoR was awarded a $15M NSF Research
Infrastructure Cooperative Agreement for five years.

The mission of EPSCoR was originally designed to meet
the National Science Foundation’s statuatory function
“to strengthen research and education in science and
engineering throughout the United States and to avoid
undue concentration of such research and education”.
Since that time, EPSCoR has evolved to serve other
federal agency programs including those listed herein.
ALEPSCoR is currently eligible to participate in EPSCoR
programs associated with NSF, DOE, NASA, USDA and
EPA. ALEPSCoR is currently ineligible for participation
in the EPSCoR programs associated with the NIH and
the DOD because state funding from these agencies
exceeds the required minimum for qualification.

DOE EPSCoR: Alabama has two ongoing State Laboratory
Partnership Awards, one awarded in 2006 and one in 2007.
Two new State Lab Partnership awards were funded in 2008
for a total of $ 900K. During CY 2008, Alabama received
$ 477K in DOE EPSCoR research expenditures.
NASA EPSCoR: Six projects that began in 2007 are ongoing,
these include one Cooperative Agreement Notice, and five
Research Infrastructure Development awards. During 2008,
six new Research Infrastructure Development projects began.
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27 EPSCoR Jurisditions
Alabama
Alaska
Arkasas
Delaware
Hawaii
Idaho
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Mississippi
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada

EPA EPSCoR: The EPA EPSCoR was not funded in 2008.
DoD EPSCoR: Alabama is not currently eligible for
DoD EPSCoR. A new State Agency Director has been
appointed.
NIH EPSCoR: Alabama is not currently eligible for
Institutional Development Award (IDeA) Program through
NIH. Alabama EPSCoR recently appointed a State IDeA
Agency Director.

New Hampshire
New Mexico
North Dakota
Oklahoma
Puerto Rico
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Vermont
Virgin Islands
West Virginia
Wyoming

NSF EPSCoR works to develop a stronger Science and Technology base, increase
geographic distribution of research and technology resources, strengthen and
expand education and training opportunities in science, engineering, mathematics,
and technology, and increase opportunities for women and minorities.

DOE EPSCoR supports collaborative research programs of importance to state
priorities, develops partnership programs with federal labs, supports young investigators, and links the State’s diverse and dispersed technological communities,
institutions and industries involved in Energy Research and Development.

NASA EPSCoR seeks to effect a permanent increase in the national competitiveness of a jurisdiction’s basic programs in targeted aeronautics and space research
areas: remote sensing for improved crop production, nanotechnology materials,
and smart sensor arrays.

EPA EPSCoR provides support for state priority research areas, removes barriers
to strengthening statewide research infrastructure development, and improves human resource base for environmental science, engineering, and education.

USDA EPSCoR works to increase the amount of agricultural research at academic institutions in the state through identification of critical issues facing agricultural
today, stimulating the development of collaborative networks across the state, and
providing resources and funding.

The NIH Institutional Development Award (IDeA) program broadens the geographic distribution of NIH funding for biomedical research. Alabama is currently
ineligible for IDeA funding.

The Department of Defense EPSCoR (DEPSCoR) program funds states to
perform research in science and engineering fields important to national defense.
Alabama is currently ineligible for DEPSCoR funding.
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2.0 OVERVIEW AND PROGRAM
HIGHLIGHTS

USDA EPSCoR: Alabama EPSCoR received $1.4M in
CY2008 research expenditures while $1.5M in new grants
were funded.

2.2 ALEPSCOR Overview

A

LEPSCoR is a consortium of academic, government,
and industrial organizations established in 1985. The
core ALEPSCoR academic institutions in Alabama include
the seven Ph.D. granting research universities: Alabama
A&M University (AAMU), Auburn University (AU), The
University of Alabama (UA), University of Alabama at
Birmingham (UAB), University of Alabama in Huntsville
(UAH), Tuskegee University (TU) and University of South
Alabama (USA). Other academic institutions participate
in and benefit from program activities through satellite
or outreach efforts and co-funding. The primary goal of
the consortium is to establish the infrastructure needed
to increase sustained national science and technology
research competitiveness. This goal is accomplished by:

The Alabama EPSCoR (ALEPSCOR) program is dedicated to the advancement of economic development via
scientific and engineering research through a collaborative eﬀort among the State’s research universities.
The focus of activities is designed to attract and retain
distinguished scientists and researchers for Alabama;
to develop new cutting-edge technologies, companies
and opportunities; and to stimulate state competitiveness in medicine, biotechnology, engineering, mathematics and other applied sciences.
ALEPSCoR seeks to increase research and development
(R&D) competitiveness through the development and
utilization of the science and technology (S&T) resources residing in Alabama’s major research universities. It
strives to achieve its objectives by: (1) stimulating sustainable S&T infrastructure improvements at the state
and institutional levels that significantly increase the
ability of ALEPSCoR researchers to compete for federal
and private sector R&D funding, and (2) accelerating
the movement of ALEPSCoR researchers and institutions into the mainstream of federal and private sector
R&D support.

(1) Supporting research clusters based on current Alabama
research strengths;
(2) Carefully planning major equipment purchases that
significantly increase state capabilities;
(3) Supporting the hire of new faculty and research
personnel in targeted areas;
(4) Broadening participation of students in research
cluster-related science and engineering fields; and
(5) Linking these clusters with higher education,
government agencies, and the private sector.

2.3 ALEPSCOR Investment
Update

As a member of the
EPSCoR Program,
Alabama receives
support to stimulate
nationally competitive research and to
increase the ability of
itsscientiststocompete
successfullyforresearch
funds from NSF and
otherfederalagencies.

University research is crucial for fostering economic
development in Alabama. University performed research and development accounts for 15% of the U.S.
total of $57.7 billion for research in FY2008. The Federal-wide budget for EPSCoR-like programs was $408
million in FY 2008.1

1
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NSF Research Statistics / Science and Engineering Indicators, 2008

Balance of NSF funding as a
result of co-funding
TOTAL

Over the duration of these grants, impacts will continue
to be made.
Total Amounts of New Funding
Awarded in 2008

As shown in the below federal research funding graph, support for research has declined
as a function of the gross domestic product.
Funding for EPSCoR programs is crucial to a
state’s eﬀorts to be competitive nationally.

NSF RII-2 (1%)
NSF RII-3 (61%)
NSF Co-funding
(27%)
DOE (4%)
NASA (1%)

During 2008, Alabama EPSCoR’s ongoing projects exceeded $ 11M in research expenditures. This includes $
477K from DOE EPSCoR; $ 2M from
NSF RII grants; $6M in NSF Co-funding;
$337K from NASA EPSCoR; and $1.4M
in USDA EPSCoR funding. Alabama’s
return in investment (averaging 470K/
year since 2006) equals a return of investment of 23 to 1. Some ongoing
projects started as early as 2004, some
will continue through 2011, while more
recent awards are projected to continue through 2013. See the agency Sections 3.0-9.0 for additional details.

3,302,730
24,497,385

Federal Research Funding
As a Function of the GDP by Year
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2.0 OVERVIEW AND PROGRAM
HIGHLIGHTS

Alabama’s investment in the ALEPSCoR
CY 2008 AL EPSCoR Research
program (averaging $ 470K/year since
2006) has led to $ 24M in new federal
Expenditures
awards during CY 2008 being brought into
6,741,447
the state. This is a return on investment of
over 51 to one.
These new awards include:
2,017,626
1,487,906
• $333, 278 in supplemental funding
477,153
336,911
from the National Science
Foundation Research Infrastructure
NSF Co-Funding
DOE
NSF
NASA
USDA
Total
Improvement (RII-2) grant which
was extended until Dec. 31, 2008.
• A new NSF RII (RII-3) cooperative
agreement was awarded in September 2008
for a total of $ 15 million for five years.
New Grant Totals in CY 2008
• A total of $6.5 M in new Co-funding awards
Total Amounts of
Agency
New Funding
($3.2 M in direct NSF EPSCoR Co-funding,
Awarded in 2008
supplemented by $ 3.3 M in NSF Directive funding).
NSF RII-2
333,278
• Two new DoE EPSCoR federal-state
NSF RII-3
15,000,000
partnership awards for a total of $ 900K.
NSF Co-funding
3,191,507
DOE
899,952
• Six new NASA Seed Grant RID (Research
NASA
180,000
Infrastructure Development) totaling $ 180K.
USDA
1,589,918
• Three new USDA EPSCoR projects totaling $1.5.
Subtotal
21,194,655

2.4 How Does EPSCoR Make
a Difference?

students for careers in the nanotechnology,
biotechnology, and sensors fields as part of
Governor Riley’s plan for stimulating workforce
development.

As a member of the EPSCoR program, Alabama receives federal funds to stimulate nationally competitive research and to increase the ability of its scientists
to compete successfully for research funds from NSF
and other federal agencies. The ALEPSCoR consortium
of academic, government, and industrial organizations supports projects that establish an infrastructure
within the state capable of developing and sustaining high-quality science and engineering research and
education that can potentially contribute to Statewide
national competitiveness.

• Through mandates by NSF and other EPSCoR
agencies, a portion of the agency investment goes
to promote programs for K-12. Citizens of the
state benefit by outreach eﬀorts which includes
basic community math programs, teacher
education opportunities, and development of
new science-based curricula. These eﬀorts
improve K-12 education without significant
investments from the state.

Over the long term, ALEPSCoR is enhancing valuable resources that can influence Alabama’s research capacity
in the 21st Century. Alabama depends on its colleges
and universities to provide the well educated workers
that leading companies require if they are to compete
in a knowledge-based global economy. A highly educated work force is the most critical factor in attracting
and retaining the kind of leading companies that bring
21st century jobs to the state. Increasing Alabama’s
scientific and technology research competitiveness is
critical for the long term economic health of the state.

Alabama EPSCoR helps to encourage partnerships in
the state:
• Alabama EPSCoR cooperates with state leaders
in government, higher education, and business
to establish productive, long-term partnerships
between diﬀerent universities and colleges,
state economic agencies, K-12 educational
institutions, Alabama businesses, and other
government agencies. These partnerships are
designed to stimulate local action resulting in
lasting improvements to the state’s academic
research infrastructure and increased national
research and development (R&D) competitiveness.

Specifically, Alabama EPSCoR makes a diﬀerence to
Alabama in the following ways: education, partner- Alabama EPSCoR enhances infrastructure in the state
ships, infrastructure building, economic benefits, jobs, in targeted areas:
business opportunities, and a system that encourages
• Human infrastructure is enriched by hiring
graduation and self-sustainability.
new faculty in targeted research “growth” areas
which enables Alabama to achieve “critical
Alabama EPSCoR makes a diﬀerence in Alabama
mass” in these high growth research areas.
education:
• Equipment infrastructure is improved by
• Alabama EPSCoR makes a diﬀerence through
targeted equipment purchases which enable
the state’s colleges and universities, their
Alabama researchers to perform research in
science and engineering faculty, and students.
new cutting-edge technologies.
A primary focus of the team is on preparing
8

Graduated
Programs
Extended Alabama Structural Biology
Consortium was instrumental in bringing
the newest biotechnology center, HudsonAlpha Institute for Biotechnology (HAIB)
to Alabama, spun off 3 companies and is
partneredwith11morethatarepursuingnew
drug designs serving the world. Two NSF
RII Investigators have opened offices
at Hudson-Alpha.
MaterialsforInformationTechnologywhich
received continuous NSF MRSEC funding
starting in 1994 and will continue through
2013.
Coastal Marine Sciences that later became
part of the Southeastern Research Alliance;
A Material Science Collaborative that
received a Whitaker Foundation award
for development of its BioMedical Implant
Center;

Alabama EPSCoR creates new high tech business
opportunities and future jobs for the state.
• Alabama EPSCoR funded research leads to
intellectual property that can serve as an engine
for creation of high technology companies in the
State of Alabama. Alabama EPSCoR funded
research has led to numerous patents, licensing
agreements, and small business start-ups.
These new companies will provide additional
long-term jobs for Alabama residents.

AMathematicsResearchCenterdeveloped
at Auburn and continues to sponsor course
development as part of the Alabama Math
Science Technology Initiative;
Interactions Between Galaxies and Their
Environments,nowapartoftheInternational
Partnership with the Hubble Program;
The Land-water Interfaces Program which
received NSF IGERT funding and is
consideredamajorcontributortotheNational
Ecological Observatory Network;

Alabama EPSCoR provides an engine to “graduate”
Centers, research programs, and other programs to
non-EPSCoR funding self-suﬃciency.
• There are a number of Alabama EPSCoR funded
programs which are now major success stories
for the state. These programs listed at right no
longer require EPSCoR funding.

IntegratedMicro-ElectromechanicalSystems;
Large-Scale Electromechanical Systems
which was integrated into the Alabama
TransportationCenterandisanEngineering
Academies sponsor;
Internet2assistingwithdevelopmentofthe
Alabama Research and Education Network
and Alabama Supercomputer.

Centers and clusters are
supported to permit
“Graduation” from the
EPSCoR program after
having achieved national
recognition and awareness.
The list above highlights only a
fewofthecollaborativeprograms
that have graduated to date.
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2.0 OVERVIEW AND PROGRAM
HIGHLIGHTS

Alabama EPSCoR provides an economic benefit to
Alabama and brings jobs to the State:
• External EPSCoR funded grants help pay for
new targeted faculty hires, research assistant
professors, post-doctoral research associates,
graduate students and undergraduate students.
These external grant funds provide jobs
for hundreds of people in the state, helping to
stimulate the state’s economy.
• By establishing the research infrastructure
in the state’s targeted areas, Alabama
researchers become competitive in obtaining
federal non-EPSCoR grant funding. New external
grant funds provide an additional economic
benefit to the state by providing support for
faculty and graduate students.

2.5 State Steering
Committee Vision

Science and Technology
Planning

The Alabama EPSCoR Steering Committee is responsible
for fiscal and programmatic aspects of the operations.
Members include representatives from the seven
research institutions (AAMU, AU, TU, UA, UAB, UAH,
and USA), the Alabama Development Oﬃce (ADO), the
Economic Development Partnership of Alabama (EDPA),
the Alabama Legislature; the Alabama Department of
Economic and Community Aﬀairs (ADECA), and the
Alabama Commission on Higher Education (ACHE).

The ALEPSCoR Steering Committee will address state
transformation to an economy driven by technology—
through the application of technology in industries. To
compete in a global economy, Alabama must have an
innovative economic base that maximizes the use of
technology in the workplace.

Dr. Keith Harrison, Associate Vice President of Academic Aﬀairs at the University of South Alabama served
as Steering Committee Chair from November 2006
until the February 5, 2009 meeting when Dr. Richard
Marchase was elected Chair. Dr. Marchase is the Vice
President for Research at the University of Alabama
at Birmingham. Dr. Elizabeth French, the Director of
ACHE’s Oﬃce of Institutional Eﬀectiveness and Planning,
remains as Vice-Chair of the Steering Committee.

Dr. Keith Harrison is recognized for his
service as Chair of Alabama EPSCoR Steering Committee by Vice-Chair, Dr. Elizabeth
French, Feb. 5, 2009.

Statewide Science and
Technology Roadmap
To implement the first phase of the Science and Technology Roadmap Initiative, the Alabama Research Alliance (ARA) partnered with the Economic Development
Partnership of Alabama, the Alabama Department of
Economic and Community Aﬀairs, the Alabama Development Oﬃce and Alabama EPSCoR to retain the services and unique expertise of a qualified firm to provide
consulting services to the team. Proposals considered
for this initiative were due Sept. 8, 2008 to the Alabama Department of Community Aﬀairs with the selected consultants to prepare a Science and Technology
Roadmap for Alabama (STRA), including findings, recommendations, and a two-year action plan. The preparation of the STRA will include, but not be limited to, a
comprehensive assessment of the strengths and weaknesses of the science and technology infrastructure in
Alabama and the near and long-term strategies for enhanced economic benefit. The plan is to be developed
with the selected consultant, starting February 2009.
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The Alabama EPSCoR Executive Director is tasked
with setting in motion elements needed to build
state research infrastructure capabilities and
capacities. A few of the tasks involved are:
• Provide a common vision for all programs,
and to assist with development of the State
Strategic Plan with respect to changing goals
and objectives.
• Mediate the conflicting desires of the research
institutions/organizations and limited availability
of state and federal funds to address the
extensive needs and interests of researchers at
each institution.
• Generate awareness and interest in the need
for an eﬀective statewide eﬀort to develop and
promote research and development activities in
Alabama.
• Establish policies and guidelines for program
activities in Alabama.
• Provide general oversight and coordination of
program projects, where applicable.
• Disseminate information regarding program
opportunitites and selecting participants for
proposals.
• Monitor the progress of funded programs and
research in Alabama.
• Attend required ALEPSCoR meetings to provide
program overview and status.
• Conduct strategic planning related to the
program.
• Provide visibility and public relations on behalf
of the program.
• Where possible, select projects that will be of the
greatest benefit to the State’s success in science
and engineering research and will have the
greatest impact on attaining the goals of the
ALEPSCoR.

AL EPSCoR Steering Committee
Dr. Richard B. Marchase, Chair
ALEPSCoR Steering Committee
Vice President for Research
University of Alabama at Birmingham
Dr. Elizabeth French, Vice-Chair
ALEPSCoR Steering Committee
Director, Office of Institutional Effectiveness
and Planning,
Alabama Commission on Higher Education
The Honorable Steve French
Alabama State Senate
Dr. Gregory G. Fitch
Executive Director
Alabama Commission on Higher Education
Mr. David Echols
Senior Project Manager
Recruitment Division
Alabama Development Office
Ms. Angela Wier
Vice President
Economic Development Partnership of AL
Mr. Bill Johnson
Director
Alabama Department of Economic and
Community Affairs
Dr. Teresa Merriweather-Orok
Vice President for Institutional Research,
Planning and Sponsored Programs
Alabama A&M University
Dr. John Mason
Vice President for Research
Auburn University
Dr. Shaik Jeelani
Vice President for Research
and Sponsored Programs
Tuskegee University
Dr. Joe Benson
Vice President for Research
The University of Alabama
Dr. John M. Horack
Vice President for Research
University of Alabama in Huntsville
Dr. Russ Lea
Vice President for Research
University of South Alabama
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2.0 OVERVIEW AND PROGRAM
HIGHLIGHTS

Alabama EPSCoR
Executive Director’s
Challenge

2.6 Agency Directors

Alabama EPA EPSCoR Agency Director
Dr. William Deutsch was apThe Alabama EPSCoR Agency Directors provide over- pointed in March 2008 as the
sight responsibility for the day-to-day operations of Alabama EPA EPSCoR Agency
federal EPSCoR research programs in Alabama, includ- Director. Dr. Deutsch is a faculty
ing responsibility for coordination, notification and member in the Department of
supervision of all EPSCoR announcements and awards Fisheries and Allied Aquaculissued by the federal government. The Alabama EPS- tures at Auburn University. Dr.
CoR Agency Director is the administrative oﬃcer for a Deutsch’s specialty is in Environdesignated EPSCoR program in Alabama. He or she is mental Assessment and Trainappointed by the Alabama EPSCoR Steering Commit- ing, Aquatic Ecology, and Community-based Watertee and is responsible for carrying out the administra- shed Stewardship.
tive functions of the AESC, providing management,
coordination and direction of the EPSCoR program in Alabama DoE EPSCoR Agency Director
Alabama and for such other duties as assigned by the
Dr. John Steadman was appointed
AESC. Alabama EPSCoR has an EPSCoR Agency Direcas the Alabama DOE EPSCoR Agency
tor for each of the seven federal EPSCoR Programs
Director in March 2008 by the Alathrough NSF, DOE, EPA, NASA, USDA and most recently
bama EPSCoR Steering Committee.
for NIH and DOD.
Dr. Steadman is currently the Dean
of the University of South Alabama’s
The Agency Directors are accountable to the Executive
College of Engineering.
Before
Director of the Alabama EPSCoR Program (State Execumoving to Alabama, Dr. Steadman
tive Director) and to the AESC for providing direction of was the Project Director for five diﬀerent DOE EPSCoR
the Alabama EPSCoR Program.
grants totaling more than $ 10M over a period of fifteen years.
Alabama EPScoR Executive Director/ NSF EPSCoR
Agency Director
Alabama NASA EPSCoR Agency Director
Dr. Chris Lawson, Center Director of Dr. John Gregory has served as the
the NSF Center for Optical Sensors Alabama Space Grant Consortium
and Spectroscopies (COSS) and a Director and Alabama NASA EPSCoR
Professor of Physics at the Univer- Agency Director since 1991. In addisity of Alabama at Birmingham was tion, Dr. Gregory has served as the
named Acting Executive Director of Director of the Laboratory for MateAlabama EPSCoR in January 2009. rials and Surface Science (LMaSS) at
The Executive Director is responsible the University of Alabama in Huntsfor overall program supervision of all EPSCoR activi- ville since 1986.
ties within the state. The Alabama EPSCoR Executive
Director also serves as the state Agency Director for
NSF EPSCoR.
12

O

verall ALEPSCoR Goals that
apply to all Programs include:

Goal 1. To increase R&D funding
in Alabama to the national level.
Goal 2: To increase competitiveness
of all research institutions in the
state by measured publications,
patents, research faculty, research
equipment, etc.

Alabama NIH EPSCoR Agency Director
The Alabama EPSCoR Steering Committee voted in
October 2008 to hold an election for an Alabama NIH
EPSCoR State Agency Director to monitor the NIH
EPSCoR IDeA (Institutional Development Award) Program
and work with the agency and
EPSCoR Foundation for the
purpose of securing eligibility for the state. Currently, the
large amount of grant funding
for NIH projects at the University of Alabama at Birmingham
makes the rest of the state ineligible for NIH EPSCoR. Dr. Mike
Hardin, Senior Associate Dean, Culverhouse College of
Commerce and Business Administration at The University of Alabama, was appointed to serve as the Alabama NIH EPSCoR Agency Director in February 2009.
Alabama DEPSCoR Agency Director
The Alabama EPSCoR Steering
Committee voted in October
2008 to hold an election for an
Alabama DEPSCoR State Agency
Director to monitor the DOD Program and work with the agency
and the EPSCoR Foundation for
the purpose of securing eligibility for the state. Currently,
grant funding for DOD projects
in Huntsville surpass EPSCoR eligibility criteria for the
rest of the state. Dr. John Wiest is a professor of chemical and biological engineering, and associate dean for
research and graduate studies at The University of Alabama College of Engineering. Dr. Wiest was appointed
in February 2009.
13

Goal 3: To increase minority
and under-represented group
participation.
Goal 4: To develop industrygovernment-university partnerships
to contribute to technology
development and economic growth
in Alabama.

W

ith respect to those programs
with traditionally low success
rates for the State of Alabama,
the ultimate goal is to increase
effectiveness of EPSCoR programs.
Specific tasks to be completed
include:
Develop a coordinated plan for
research within the state and aid in
the development of consistent plans
for each agency.
Provide guidance in conducting
competitions, where possible.
Select programs which have the
greatest potential for achieving
national competitiveness and
determine the resources required to
reach that potential. Use strengths
and focus areas identified in the
review and selection process.
Function as a liaison with the
Alabama Commission on Higher
Education.
Participate in EPSCoR Foundation
and Coalition activities, as well as
other groups that have an impact
on federal funding agencies.

2.0 OVERVIEW AND PROGRAM
HIGHLIGHTS

Alabama USDA EPSCoR Agency Director
Dr. Frank (Skip) F. Bartol serves as
the Alabama USDA EPSCoR Agency
Director and is a Professor of Reproductive Biology and Director of
the Cellular and Molecular Biosciences Program at Auburn University. He was appointed Alabama
USDA EPSCoR in March 2008.

2.7 ALEPSCoR Graduate
Research Scholars Program

have leveraged state funds with other research based
resources to supplement the GRSP Program and increase participation in the program. Students at all
Alabama EPSCoR universities are eligible to apply
whose proposed research, or field of study and career
interests were congruent with the funded EPSCoR science and technology programs of the NSF, DOE, NASA,
USDA, EPA, DOD and NIH.

Graduate students who represent the next generation
of researchers and innovators are critical to the
advancement of Alabama’s high-tech human resource
capacity. To assist our institutions of higher education
in training this next generation of scientists and
engineers, investments are required to attract the
brightest and best scholars who will contribute to the The Alabama EPSCoR Steering Committee formed a
state’s vision of economic growth and prosperity.
GRSP Subcommittee to monitor and make revisions
In 2008, the Alabama Legislature continued the line to improve the program. In 2008, the subcommittee
item appropriation to EPSCoR through the Alabama adjusted the timing of the award to coincide with the
Commission on Higher Education for the purpose academic calendar.
of funding the Graduate Research Scholars Program
(GRSP). Senator Steve French, a member of the
EPSCoR Steering Committee, continues to be a major
supporter of this eﬀort. Since its inception, the program
has funded 70 exceptional graduate students and
expects to fund 48 in 2009 (see Appendix). Students
are selected competitively by a team consisting of
one campus coordinator from each Ph.D. granting
institution in the ALEPSCoR Program.
Renewals will be granted each year subject to
satisfactory progress in a given year and available
funding. The goal of the ALEPSCoR GRSP is to invest
in Alabama universities to expand research output and
attract eminent senior faculty and quality graduate
students. The program objective is to provide a highly
trained workforce to fuel the growth of high technology
companies in Alabama.
The quality of work generated as part of the first three
funding rounds was both cutting-edge and novel.
Encouraged by the success of the program, reseachers
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Dear Alabama Commission for Higher Education, NSF EPSCoR, and Alabama Legislators,
I would first like to express my sincere appreciation for funding provided by the ALEPSCoR
Graduate Research Scholars Program (GRSP) during the period
from October 2006 through September 2008. If it were not for this
program I would not have been able to obtain my master’s degree
and pursue by Ph.D. in Biotechnology Engineering. I am a fourth
year graduate student currently pursuing my Ph.D. in the Laboratory
of Structural Biology at the University of Alabama in Huntsville. While
our lab is well equipped, funding available to fund graduate research
assistants is scarce and is usually dependant on short term grants.
For this reason, it is difficult for students to commit 4-5 years towards
a degree program if funding is only guaranteed for a short period of
time. The first two rounds of GRSP program funding allowed me to complete my master’s degree in a timely manner and I am now approximately one year away from obtaining my Ph.D.
In the last two years I have attended and presented my work at The 11th ICCBM conference
in Quebec (2006), The Biology of Genomes conference, Cold Springs Harbor, NY, (2006), The
RAMC conference in San Diego, CA (2007), The American Association of Crystallographers
annual meeting, Knoxville, TN (2008), and The International Union of Crystallographers Meeting, Osaka, Japan (2008). At all but one of these conferences I have been awarded highly
competitive travel fellowships. My work has been published in three papers accepted by peer
reviewed journals. My most recent first author publication was published this year in the Journal of Crystal Growth and Design entitled “Can small labs do structural Genomics?” Currently,
I have several more manuscripts in progress to be published next year and I am currently in the
process of filing a provisional patent for a novel cell culturing method I am currently developing.
I am expecting to obtain my doctorate in Biotechnology Science and Engineering in late 2009
or early 2010. My Ph.D. thesis will be focused on the development of a small lab structural genomics pipeline to study the structure-function relationships of heat-stable industrial enzymes
from the hyperthermophic marine microorganism Thermococcus thioreducens. Upon completion of my degree I plan to remain in Alabama and help Alabama become a national biotechnology leader. I have been able to establish and maintain beneficial relationships within the
local and national biotech community and it is my hope to obtain employment in Alabama and
eventually start my own Biotech company in the Huntsville area. I am a strong advocate for
the state of Alabama and consider myself a patriot. However, I believe the United States is losing some of its competitive and strategic advantages as well as some of its intellectual assets.
This is evident when you step into any graduate school in the United States where you will find
fewer and fewer Americans pursuing higher degrees. This is especially true for fields related
to fundamental science. We must help reverse this trend by continuing to fund and create more
programs like the ALEPSCoR GRSP program. These programs encourage young students to
pursue careers in science and are critical in order for Alabama to be competitive nationally in
the areas of science and technology development. It is also vital for United States if we are to
remain the global technology leader and ensure our future security. Therefore, I would like to
again express my sincere gratitude for the funding provided by the ALEPSCoR GRSP program
and would strongly encourage and ask those persons able if they would take the necessary
steps to ensure the program’s continued funding.
-Ronny C. Hughes
The University of Alabama in Huntsville
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NSF EPSCoR
GRSP Program Report and Letter of Gratitude
Ronny C. Hughes
The University of Alabama, Huntsville, AL

2.8 Major Infrastructure
Awards

• ALEPSCoR Education Outreach Initiative (AEOI),
The University of Alabama (collaborating
institutions: AAMU, TU, USA).

In 2008, Alabama EPSCoR received new awards totalDetails of the RII-3 are provided in Section 3.0.
ing more than $ 24M. EPSCoR Programs within NSF,
DOE, NASA, and USDA awarded more than $ 21M while
the balance of NSF Co-funding brought in an additional
$ 3M into the state.

NSF Research Infrastructure
Improvement Cooperative
Agreement
NSF EPSCoR Research Infrastructure Improvement (RII)
awards are designed to enlarge the research infrastructure and research competitiveness of EPSCoR states.
Alabama EPSCoR was awarded a $15M NSF Research
Infrastructure Improvement Cooperative Agreement
from September 1, 2008 to August 31, 2013 entitled,
Enhancing Alabama’s Research Capacity in Nano/Bio
Science and Sensors. Three Centers of Excellence from
the previous NSF RII continue research objectives while
NSF Co-Funding Awards
two new centers have been established.
The three continuing Centers of Excellence:
• Alabama Center for Nanostructure Materials
(ACNM), Tuskegee University (collaborating
institutions: USA, AU, UAB, UA, AAMU).
• Center for Environmental Cellular Signal
Transduction (CECST), Auburn University
(collaborating institutions: AAMU, TU, UAB).
• Center of Optical Sensors and Spectroscopies
(COSS), University of Alabama at Birmingham
(collaborating institutions: UA, UAH).

In 2008, new direct co-funding awards totaled $ 3.2M
with a balance of $ 3.3M from other NSF directives
bringing a future $6.5M into the state. New awards
were received by all seven EPSCoR institutions, (AAMU,
AU, TU, UA, UAB, UAH, USA), as well as Troy State University, and Lawson State Community College. With
declining federal research dollars across the board, Alabama continues to demonstrate national confidence
in its research capabilities. Details of NSF Co-funding
are found in Section 3.0.

The two new Centers of Excellence:
• Center for Interdisciplinary Discovery via
Engineered Nanofabrication (CIDEN), Alabama
A&M University (collaborating institutions:
UAB, UA, UAH, TU).

During CY 2008, active Co-funding awards (awarded
2004 to 2008) brought in $ 2.3 M while the NSF balance of co-funding brought in $ 4.4M for a total of $
6.7M in research expenditures.
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USDA EPSCoR Awards

State Laboratory Parnership Program
DOE EPSCoR State Laboratory Partnership Awards encourage collaborations between
researchers at any DOE federal laboratory and ALEPSCoR
research institutions. During
2008, DOE invested $5.2 million
in basic research projects across
the nation, twelve universities
were awarded. Two Alabama
researchers received DOE State
Laboratory Partnership Awards
for a total of $ 900K. Additional information on the Alabama
DOE EPSCoR Program can be found in Section 4.0.

NASA EPSCoR Awards
The goal of NASA EPSCoR is to develop academic research activities that are long-term, self-sustaining,
and nationally competitive for non-EPSCoR funding.
The Alabama NASA EPSCoR program is a full research
intitiative, competively selected in a field of interest to
both NASA and the State of Alabama. In 2008, six new
NASA Seed Grant RID (Research Infrastructure Development) awards at $ 30,000 each were funded for a
total of $ 180,000. Several ongoing projects include
the six Seed Grant awards which began in 2007 and
the Cooperative Agreement
Notice (CAN)
award
under
the direction of
Dr. John Gregory. Additional
details on NASA
EPSCoR awards
can be found in
Section 5.0.

The USDA EPSCoR Program operated
under the auspices of the Cooperative
State Education and Extension Service (CSREES), the funding division of
the National Research Initiative (NRI)
Competitive Grants Program before
the Agriculture and Food Research
Initiative (AFRI) was authorized as
the new grants program in 2008.
Alabama USDA EPSCoR was recently
awarded three awards for a total of
$ 1.5M to two
researchers at
Auburn University and one at
The University
of Alabama.
For additional
information
about these
awards, see
Section 6.0.
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DOE EPSCoR Awards

2.9 Major Infrastructure
Proposal Activity 2008/2009

NSF Science and Technology Center
Proposals

In 2008, several major research infrastructure improvement proposals were submitted to federal agen- In October 2008, several Alabama institutions submitcies including the NSF and NASA. If awarded, these ted pre-proposals to establish a NSF Science and Technology Center (STC). This program supports innovawill bring several million dollars into the state.
tive, potentially transformative, complex research and
education projects that require large-scale, long-term
awards. Through partnerships among academic instiNSF Track 2 Proposal
tutions, national laboratories, industrial organizations,
and other public and private national and international
The largest of these infrastructure proposals was
entities, they provide a means to undertake important
submitted to the National Science Foundation Track 2
investigations at the
Program. The Track-2 awards provide up to $2 million
interfaces of disciper year for up to 3 years to a consortia of EPSCoR
plines and/or fresh
jurisdictions
to
support
innovation-enabling
approaches within
cyberinfrastructure of regional, thematic, or
disciplines.
technological importance. This proposal began
with the NSF funded
STC
investments
Hurricane Katrina study
support the NSF viand resulted in a larger
sion of advancing
collaboration between
discovery, innovaAlabama, Mississippi
tion and education
and Louisiana EPSCoR.
beyond the frontiers
This proposal entitled,
of current knowlResearch on Innovative
edge, and empowCyber Infrastructure
ering future generato Support Emergency
tions in science and engineering. Full proposals are by
Planning/Evacuation
invitation only and are due April 30, 2009.
and Cybersecurity will include researchers from
Alabama A&M University, Auburn University,
The University of Alabama, the University
of
Alabama in Huntsville and the University of South
Alabama. Louisiana State University is serving as the
lead institution. Details are provided in Section 3.0,
page 40.
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The goal of NASA EPSCoR is to develop academic
research activities that are long term, self-sustaining and nationally competitive for non-EPSCoR
dollars. The NASA Oﬃce of Education, in cooperation with NASA’s ten centers and four Mission
Directorates (Aeronautics Research, Exploration Systems, Science, and Space Operations)
solicited proposals for the NASA EPSCoR CAN
Award. Funding for this award is estimated at
$ 750K/3 years and requires a 1:1 match.
Alabama NASA EPSCoR is a full research program,
competively selected in a field of interest to both
NASA and the State of Alabama. Alabama NASA
EPSCoR will be conducting a peer review on proposals received from Auburn University, The University of Alabama and the University of Alabama
in Huntsville. Alabama is expected to submit two
proposals by the 19 March 2009 due date. Additonal details regarding NASA EPSCoR are found in
Section 5.0.

Alabama State EPSCoR
Agency Directors
Dr. Chris Lawson
Acting Alabama NSF EPSCoR
Lawson@uab.edu
205-975-5059
Dr. Bill Deutsch
Alabama EPA EPSCoR
deutswg@auburn.edu
334-844-9119
Dr. John Steadman
Alabama DOE EPSCoR
jsteadman@usouthal.edu
251-460-6140
Dr. John Wiest
DoD EPSCoR
jwiest@eng.ua.edu
205-348-1727
Dr. John C. Gregory
Alabama NASA EPSCoR
jcgregory@matschi.uah.edu
256-824-6028
Dr. Mike Hardin
NIH (IDeA) EPSCoR
mhardin@cba.ua.edu
205-348-8901
Dr. Frank (Skip) Bartol
Alabama USDA EPSCoR
bartoff@auburn.edu
334-844-1506
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NASA EPSCoR Cooperative
Agreement Notice (CAN)
Proposals

2.10 Highlights of NSF RII
Outreach Programs
During 2008, NSF Research Infrastructure Improvement (RII) Award outreach programs included two
summer programs; a protein crystallization and structural biology workshop; an undergraduate research
forum; and continuation of the E-MAP Program. AMSTI (Alabama Math Science and Technology Initiative)
materials were also designed by a graduate student for
elementary and high school students.

TU Summer Programs

The Research for High School Students Agri-Trek Program at Tuskegee University had eighteen (18) participants during the summer of 2008. Sixteen attendees from Alabama as well as two other states were
assigned a graduate student mentor to lead them in
activities. Students visited the Electrical Engineeing
Department and a clean room. They also conducted
viscosity experiments and built a large carbon nanotube using balloons.

UAH Protein Cystallization
Workshop

The University of Alabama in Huntsville Extended AlaIn June 2008, the annual Southeastern Consortium of bama Structural Biology Consortium (EASBC) held an
Minorities in Engineering (SECME) conference was held education outreach workshop on April 14 -15, 2008 in
at Tuskegee University. SECME is an organization whose collaboration with the Alabama Space Grant Consorprimary focuses are to enhance the professional capac- tium and NASA entitled, Protein Crystallization and
ity of K-12 educators, provide mentorship to under- Structural Biology Workshop. The workshop was held
represented or economically disadvantaged students, on the UAH campus and utilized the Laboratory for
and to motivate students to pursue college degrees in Structural Biology’s facilities. The workshop was organized by a consortium member, Dr. Joseph Ng, and
the fields of science,
featured consortium members as speakers including:
technology, engineerDrs. Edward Meehan, Owen Garriott, and Larry DeLuing, and mathematics
cas. Laboratory for Structural Biology graduate stu(STEM). The SECME
dents, Miranda Byrne, Ronny Hughes, Emily Roth, and
educators were reNorie Sugitani helped conduct the hands-on laboratosponsible for sponsorries.
The participants included 60 high school students
ing events for the stuand teachers from Alabama, Florida, Mississippi, and
dents, including the
Texas.
Nano-biotechnology
Academy and MouseAU Undergrad Research
trap Car Competititon.
Both junior and high
On April 21-22, 2008, Auburn University held the 5th
school students as
Annual Auburn University Undergraduate Research
well as teachers from
Forum sponsored by the Cellular and Molecular Bioacross the country in- SECME and Ph.D. students
sciences Peak of Excellence, the National Science
cluding U.S. territories constructing balloon nanotubes at
Foundation and Alabama EPSCoR. The undergraduate
Tuskegee University, summer 2008.
attended the event.
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Middle and Elementary school optics experiments developed for the
Alabama Math Science Technology
Initiative (AMSTI) are described as
follows:
A. Middle School Project:
Thirty (30) kits were prepared
for donation to the AMSTI program
that will be shared with and rotated
between AMSTI school systems. The
experiment title is: Milk, Water, and
the Colors of Light. The experiment
provides an overview of fluids, light
properties, and relationships. The
experiment consists of two parts: A)
E-MAP Program
examining optical properties upon
introducing milk into the water, and;
The Engineering Math Advancement Program (E-MAP), B) examining the color spectrum with
was a five-week summer residence class held at the varying light waves. Physics correlaUniversity of Alabama Campus to address math and en- tions explain the light changes and
gineering prerequisites for incoming engineering stu- colors produced through the presdents. The goals of E-MAP were to increase engineer- ence of elements in the water: difing student retention, graduation rates and increase ferent colors test for water pollution.
the number of engineering graduates employed in the Instructions include a basic descripstate of Alabama. Thirty students attended the 2008 tion of the environmental research
E-MAP Summer program held during the second term. performed by the Center for Optical
Activities included a COSS (NSF EPSCoR Center for Opti- Sensors and Spectroscopies (COSS)
cal Sensors and Spectroscopies) overview for Research headquartered at the University of
Day, a hands-on demonstration with basic math and Alabama at Birmingham.
physics concepts related to the COSS research, and a
field event which described emerging environmental B. Elementary School Project
contaminants investigated by COSS-UA faculty and A simplified version of the above exgraduate students at the City of Tuscaloosa’s Waste
periment includes
Water Treatment Plant and Lake Tuscaloosa.
a short story involving a goldfish
in a fish tank. The
story and experiThe University of Alabama collaborative of the Center
ments were defor Optical Sensors and Spectroscopies (COSS) and the
signed by a Ph.D.
University of Alabama
physics graduate
Environmental Insti- student supported by COSS, Sergio
tute (AEOI) graduate Fabi. Sergio also taught the 2008 Estudents have devel- MAP physics class as well as led the
oped middle school 2008 COSS / E-MAP Introduction to
earth science supple- Research Day for incoming engineermental course materi- ing students at the University of AlaMilk, Water, and the Colors
als for introducing the bama and, with future RII funding
principles of optics. A will expand the E-Map program at
short story with a simple hands-on instructional ma- Alabama A&M University.
terial was also developed for elementary school use.

AMSTI Materials
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research forum provided a venue for Auburn undergraduate students to present research projects to the
broader academic community. Undergraduates from
all disciplines were invited to present their current and
recent academic work showcasing the diversity of topics, approaches, and interests at Auburn University.
The Forum serves as a resource for undergraduates
not yet engaged in research or creative pursuits to foster intellectual interests, current projects, and faculty
connections. Finally, it provided an occasion for students and faculty to explore interdisciplinary connections between cutting-edge research programs across
the university. By April 11, 2008, 10 days prior to the
event, over 50 abstracts were received.

2.11 Workshops, Meetings,
and Conferences

2008 State EPSCoR Meeting

Alabama EPSCoR held its 2008 Annual Conference and
Stakeholder Symposium in Montgomery, Alabama, July
22-24, 2008. The theme of
GRSP Legislative Meeting
the conference was “Teamwork and Partnership Stimulates Successful CollaboraOn February 21, 2008, ten GRSP students along
tion, Increased Creativity,
with six faculty and administrators traveled to Montand Enhanced Competitivegomery to meet Gov. Bob Riley, Lt. Governor Jim Folness.” More than 200 atsom, Jr. and to be recognized in the Senate Chamber by
tendees participated in the
Senator Steve French, the “champion” for the GraduJuly 22-24, 2008 conferate Research Scholars Program. Representative Richard Lindsey also had the rare privilege of introducing ence which began with a poster session of more than
100 posters from faculty and students supported by the
the students in the Senate Chamber.
Senator French and Representative Lindsey Graduate Research Scholars Program. Speakers includsuggested that legistors have an opportunity to meet ed NSF EPSCoR Program Manager, Dr. Denise Barnes
these students and learn about their research while at- and Mr. Jim Hoehn from the EPSCoR IDeA Foundation.
tending the Alabama EPSCoR poster session at the NSF Mr. Glenn Kinstler, Alabama LaunchPad, shared with reEPSCoR National Meeting in November 2007. Both searchers the business plan competition which promotes
Senator French and Representative Lindsey introduced and rewards marketable high-growth, technology based
to the Senators the innovative research these students ventures that have the potential to attract future fundare conducting as well as the potential economic im- ing. NSF RII Center Directors not only presented their
research but served as confererence facilitators. Before
pact their research could have on the state.
Before being introduced in the Senate and House concluding the conference, GRSP Students were given
Chambers, the group visited Lt. Governor Jim Folsom, the opportunity
Jr. in his Chambers. The event provided students a to give a short
glimpse into the legislative process and provided the presentation on
their research.
legislators a face with young researchers.
Dr. Denise Barnes
posed for a photo with the student presenters
following their
presentations.
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2008 Meetings and Conferences

In lieu of a national meeting in August 2008, NSF
hosted an August NSF Program Director/Program
Administrator meeting in Arlington, Virginia. Alabama EPSCoR had the largest delegation, attendees
included: Drs. Daryush Ila, Chris Lawson, and Karen
Boykin; Ms. Charlotte Nix, Ms. Veena Sharma, and Ms.
Cynthia Lankford.

State Meetings
SBIR/STTR Conf., AAMU, Jan. 28-29
Legislative Day, Montgomery, Feb. 21
ACHE Presentation, March 28
NSF Day, USA, June 12-13
Steering Committee Meeting, June 26
Steering Committee Meeting, July 23
Annual Meeting, July 22-24
Center Directors Meeting, ASU, Oct. 6
NSF Day, UAH, Oct. 9
NSF RII-3 Strategic Planning, Nov. 4

NSF Workshops

National Meetings
EPSCoR Delegation Meeting, February
22-24
DOE National Meeting, July 22-24
NSF PD/PA Meeting, August 11-12

Alabama was fortunate to host two NSF Days in the
state, the first in June on the University of South Alabama campus and in October at UAH.
USA Hosts NSF Day
A regional workshop was presented by Dr. Barbara
Olds, Directorate for Education and Human Resources.
Dr. Olds gave an overview of the National Science Foundation and specifically the EPSCoR Program. She also
discussed NSF STEM (Science Technology Engineering
and Mathematics) Education Opportunities; how to
submit a proposal to NSF; the NSF Faculty Early Career
Program; and how to write successful NSF grants.

RII-3 Kick-off
On October 6, 2008 a NSF Research
Infrastructure Improvement Kick-Oﬀ
meeting was held at Alabama State
University (ASU) between the four
NSF RII Center Directors and fellow
researchers from NSF MRSEC (Materials Research, Science, and Engineering Center) at the University of
Alabama and the ASU CREST (Center
of Research Excellence in Science and
Technology) specializing in NanoBiotechnology Research. The goal of the
meeting was to build relationships
for future collaborations.

UAH Hosts NSF DAY
On October 9, 2008, the UAH Oﬃce of the Vice President for Research sponsored an NSF Day. George Wilson, NSF Legislative Specialist in the Oﬃce of Legislative and Public Aﬀairs presented to more than 240
attendees: NSF The Basics, NSF Proposal and Merit
Review Process, Cross-Disciplinary and Special Interest Programs and International Programs. Afternoon
activities included directorate sessions followed by a
session on proposal preparation.
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NSF PD/PA Meeting

2.12 CONCLUSIONS: EPSCOR FUNDING and NON-FEDERAL SUPPORT

I

n summary, Alabama EPSCoR is dedicated to the development of scientific and engineering capabilities
through state research university collaboration. Research performed by our universities represents a
substantial industry in Alabama. Activities are designed to attract distinguished scientists, young investigators,
and researchers from various fields, fostering economic development through investments that result in cuttingedge technologies and stimulate competitiveness in medicine, biotechnology, engineering, mathematics, and
other applied sciences.
Alabama EPSCoR was very successful in securing new funding during 2008 from the NSF, DOE, NASA, and the
USDA. New awards totaled more than $ 24M while CY2008 research expenditures totaled more than $11M.
Alabama’s annual investment in the EPSCoR Program has averaged $ 470K since 2006. For new awards, this is
a return on investment of over 51 to one. For CY2008 research expenditures, the return on investment is more
than 23 to one.
Significant state commitment is necessary to sustain the ALEPSCoR activities and to provide concrete evidence
to NSF and the other agencies that the State is willing to partially match the large federal research investment
in these activities. Continued state support ensures EPSCoR federal funding will continue to be available for
our scientists and demonstrates a willingness on the part of the State of Alabama to make a full commitment to
building research capabilities to support state economic development.
The ALEPSCoR has been recognized by the sponsoring Federal agencies as one of the best programs of its kind in
the United States. Consequently, we urge the Alabama Commission on Higher Education to continue support for
Alabama EPSCoR. Funding received will allow the program to implement its expanded core program to continue
building our infrastructure and expertise in areas of scientific importance to the state and the nation. A strong
commitment for EPSCoR is a sound investment for our State’s future.

NSF Research Infrastructure Improvement Workforce Development and
Economic Prosperity: In 2008 the
program supported over 750 people in
the higher education system: 75 faculty,
4 Post Docs, 100 graduate students, 250
undergraduate students, and 23 staﬀ. The
researchers published over 300 scientific
articles; filed or obtained 3 patents; began
3 start-up companies; had 125 industry
partners; and made major advances in
the treatment of cancer, rapid wound
care, nano-materials, and development
of counter-terrorism technology.

… A strong commitment for EPSCoR
is a sound investment for our
State’s future.
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SUPPLEMENTAL DOCUMENTATION: PROGRAM DETAILS

3.0 Alabama NSF EPSCoR
2008 Update

Funding Opportunities

The NSF EPSCoR program began in 1978 and is a federal-state partnership designed to help America maintain its global leadership by capitalizing on talents
and resources available in all states of the union. The
program promotes the intellectual and human development missions of NSF by supporting basic research
activities which span a broad range of science, engineering and technology and by supporting training of
future scientists and engineers. NSF EPSCoR program
manages a research portfolio that that is crucial to the
research and economic development of EPSCoR states
and territories. All EPSCoR awards are made through
NSF’s rigorous merit review process. The NSF EPSCoR
Oﬃce is currently located in the Oﬃce of the NSF Director.

NSF EPSCoR provides funding support through the following types of awards:
• Research Infrastructure Improvement Track 1(RII)
• EPSCoR Co-Funding
• Workshops and Outreach
• Research Infrastructure Improvement Track 2
Awards

RII Track 1 (Alabama’s RII-2)

EPSCoR’s mission is to help moderate the unequal allocation of NSF and other federal R&D funding. The colleges and universities in all the 25 EPSCoR states plus
Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands receive only about
10 percent of the $6 billion NSF budget. The remaining
ninety percent of NSF funding goes to 25 non-EPSCoR
states. At a time when the NSF budget is expanding
(projected to double by 2017), special attention should
be given to improving the research capacity and competitiveness of states that still need to build and enhance research capacity.

Alabama EPSCoR was in the last year of a NSF Research
Infrastructure Improvement (RII) grant from May 1,
2005 to Dec. 31, 2008 (extended) and was given
$ 333,278 in supplemental funding for an overall
award total of $6,333,278. An additional $3 million in
state and university matching funds supplemented the
grant. These funds established four research Centers
of Excellence.
• Alabama Center for Nanostructure Materials
(ACNM), Tuskegee University (collaborating
institutions: AAMU, AU, UAH, USA)
• Center for Environmental Cellular Signal
Transduction (CECST), Auburn University
(collaborating institutions: AAMU, TU, UAB)
• Center of Optical Sensors and Spectroscopies
(COSS), University of Alabama at Birmingham
(collaborating institutions: UA, UAH)
• Extended Alabama Structural Biology
Consortium (EASBC), University of Alabama in
Huntsville (collaborating institutions: USA, UAB)
(graduated Jan. 2009)

Dr. Chris Lawson, Center Director for the NSF COSS,
was appointed Acting NSF Agency Director in January
2009. The NSF EPSCoR Agency Director serves a dual
role as Alabama EPSCoR Executive Director.

Since 2005, when the NSF EPSCoR RII $6.3M grant was
awarded, the four Centers of Excellence have generated $17.4M in additional federal awards. This testifies
to the impact of ACHE funding for EPSCoR programs

Alabama first became eligible for EPSCoR funding in
1985. In 2008, a total of twenty-five states and two
territories were eligible for NSF EPSCoR funding.
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In September 2008, Alabama A&M University was awarded a $ 15M, five-year (Sept.
1, 2008 to Aug. 31, 2013) cooperative agreement for a RII-3 proposal entitled, Enhancing Alabama’s Research Capacity in Nano/
Bio Science and Sensors. This award will
continue the work of three multi-campus
NSF Centers of Excellence previously funded by the NSF RII-2 grant. These include:
• Alabama Center for Nanostructured
Materials, (ACNM) headquartered
at Tuskegee University;
• Center for Environmental Cellular
Signal Transduction, (CECST)
headquartered at Auburn University;
• Center for Optical Sensors and
Spectroscopies, (COSS)
headquartered at the University
of Alabama at Birmingham.
Two new initiatives that have been established under the RII-3 Cooperative Agreement include:
• Center for Interdisciplinary
Discovery via Engineered
Nanofabrication (CIDEN)
headquartered at Alabama A&M
University; and
• ALEPSCoR Education Outreach
Initiative (AEOI) headquartered at
The University of Alabama.
This program brings together biologists,
optical scientists, environmental scientists,
material scientists, chemists, biochemists,
physicists and many others in an exciting
environment of interdisciplinary research
and education for revolutionary new discoveries in biotechnology, nanotechnology,
and sensing. This unique RII program and
eﬀort introduces new equipment and highly capable faculty to each center, extending
opportunities for research, education, and
collaborations. RII awards distributed for
2009 and after required a 50% cost share by
the state and participating institutions. The
Track 1 Cooperative Agreement Alabama
received in September 2008 for $15M re-

quired no cost share. On pages 26 through 30,
you will find a description of the five NSF RII-3
Centers. This will be followed by a description
of the recently graduated Extended Alabama
Structural Biology Consortium on page 31.

NSF RII-3 Cooperative Agreement #0812103
(9-1-08 to 8-31-2013)
Researchers Listing
Alabama Center for Nanostructured Materials (ACNM) -TU
TU
USA
AU
UAB
UA
AAMU

Hosur (Center Director),
Jeelani, Leggett, Robinson, Russell,
Rangari, Zhou
Hsiao, Parker
Davis
Pillay, Vaidya
Haque, Rogers
Guner, Muntele, Budak

Center for Environmental and Cellular Signal Transduction
(CECST) -AU
AU
Bartol (Center Director)
Henry, Santos, Sang- Jin Suh,
Vodyanoy, Wower, Laura Silo-Suh,
Akingbemi, Fielman, Goertzen, Halanych,
Liles, Moss, Miller, Pinkert, Rashotte,
UAB
Allison
TU
Bolden-Tiller
AAMU Soliman and Zhang
Center for Interdisciplinary Discovery via Engineered Nanofabirbrication (CIDEN) -AAMU
AAMU Edwards (Center Director),
Budak, Guner, Muntele, Xiao,
Kukhtarev, Sharma,
UAB
Lawson, Gray
UA
Thompson
UAH
Coe, Guo, Lindquist, English, Elsamadicy
TU
Awaah
Center for Optical Sensors and Spectroscopies (COSS)UAB
UAB
Lawson (Center Director)
Mirov, Gray, Camata, Fedorov
UA
Pitt
UAH
Lindquist, Martyshkin, Fork, Reardon
Alabama Education Outreach Initiative (AEOI)- UA
UA
Boykin (Center Director)
Kuntz, Gleason
AAMU Xiao
TU
Jeelani, Leggett-Robinson, Russell,
Powell, Reaves

USA
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RII Track 1 (Alabama’s RII-3)

ALABAMA CENTER FOR
NANOSTRUCTURED MATERIALS
(ACNM)

• Research: Study on polymeric nanocomposites
has continued from the previous RII. In
particular, structure-process-property relations
studies are underway at TU and AU. Dynamic
behavior of structural nanocomposites has
been initiated. Synthesis of magnetic nano
particles for drug delivery applications and
developing multifunctional composites has
begun. Green composites work began with
the previous RII and is progress with a Ph.D.
student working on the same. A calandering
set-up and new vacuum assisted mixing setup have been purchased and will soon be
installed. Electrospinning facilities are about to
be established. A symposium on Polymer
Nanocomposites for Structural Applications
has been organized at the International
Conference on Composite Materials to be held
in the last week of July 2009 in collaboration
with Oﬃce of Naval Research.
• Diversity/Outreach: Drs. Hosur and Jeelani are
involved in the NSF funded MSP program and
have attended meetings to discuss how to
increase the pipeline for the science and
engineering disciplines, as well as, how the
center can be involved in recruiting students
and faculty at high school as well as community
college levels.
• Sustainability: Virginia Davis (AU) of the center
has been awarded the NSF-CAREER grant. An
MRI (Major Research Instrumentation) proposal
has been submitted by ACNM’s Dr. Robin Rogers
to procure X-Ray facilities to carry out ACNM
research tasks. TU is working on establishing a
CREST (Center for Research Excellence in Science
and Technology) center for nano-bio materials. A
proposal for the same was submitted to NSF in
February 2009.

ACNM comprises Tuskegee University (TU), Alabama
A&M University (AAMU), Auburn University (AU),
University of Alabama Huntsville (UAH), and University
of South Alabama (USA). Research eﬀorts focus on
the development of new class of nanocomposite
materials for thermoelectric, structural, biomedical
and structural applications. Through research eﬀorts,
polymeric nanocomposites have been synthesized/
manufactured and characterized. Nanoparticles
including nanoclay, carbon nanotubes/nanofibers
(CNTs/CNFs), metals and metal oxides were introduced
in thermosetting, thermoplastic polymers, and cellular
foams. Introduction of nanoparticles in these materials
showed significant improvement in thermal and
mechanical properties with an increase up to 45° C in
glass transition temperature, a temperature at which
materials’ properties start degrading and up to 40-50%
increase in the strength and stiﬀness under tension,
compression and bending loads. Further, nanophased
fibers indicate increase of 300-400% in tensile strength
and stiﬀness. The nanophased epoxies were introduced
into carbon fabrics and the resulting laminates were
tested for their mechanical properties. This resulted
in improved strength, stiﬀness, damage resistance to
impact loading. Simulation studies predicted thermal
and elastic properties that matched experimental
results. Studies on nanophased glassy polymeric
composites showed significant improvement in
strength, stiﬀness and strain to failure. Studies were also
conducted on the controlled patterned cell growth on
biocompatible carbon and innovative thermoelectric
materials, biosensors and high temperature gas sensors
were also developed.

For more information about ACNM, see http://www.
tuskegee.edu/Global/story.asp?S=3612502.
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CENTER FOR ENVIRONMENTAL AND
CELLULUAR SIGNAL TRANSDUCTION
The CECST is a multi-institutional center involving AU,
AAMU, TU and UAB. The CECST concept evolved from
and is built upon the foundation of the AU Cellular and
Molecular Biosciences (AU-CMB) ‘Peak of Excellence’
program, which provides administrative structure for
the center and represents a commitment by AU to
move both the institution and the State forward in this
new ‘century of biology.’ Goals of the AU-CMB program,
which complement those of ALEPSCoR, are to foster
innovative interdisciplinary research and educational
eﬀorts in the cellular and molecular biosciences by
developing human and technical resources necessary to
achieve, sustain and enhance national competitiveness
in bioscience disciplines, with emphasis on discovery.
New faculty members continue to be recruited into
expanding interdisciplinary teams that span colleges
and institutions in areas including molecular genetics
and mechanisms of translation, reproductive and
developmental molecular biology and endocrinology,
molecular ecology, and biomaterial sciences. Training
initiatives, including both undergraduate summer
research scholarship (USRS) and the doctoral
Graduate Research Assistantship (GRA) programs,
have provided support for students whose eﬀorts
have contributed to presentations, publications, and
grant applications. With student application numbers
growing, the interdisciplinary rotation program for
doctoral GRAs on the AU campus continues to catalyze
faculty-student interactions campus-wide. Technical
augmentations to the AU Research Instrumentation
Facility, a core analytical laboratory serving all CECST
investigators and their students, now permit robotically
enhanced high-throughput procedures for state-ofthe-art microbiological, molecular and bioengineering
applications. In addition, new facilities for mammalian
transgenesis and murine stem cell research are now
available in the CECST through the AU College of
Veterinary Medicine. Critically, through intensive

discussions with leading scientists at all of the NSF-RII
supported centers throughout Alabama, the CECST is
now positioned strategically to provide the translational
interface required to establish biological model systems
needed to demonstrate proof-of-concept and to
evaluate the eﬃcacy of new, innovative optical sensing
and nanomaterial-based technologies likely to come
from COSS, ACNM and CIDEN.
In 2008, CECST scientists and their students continued

to make significant contributions to the fields of
systems biology and comparative developmental ecophysiology. For example, CECST investigators reported
the first application of laser microdissection (LM) in
marine symbiosis research. Using LM and 16S rDNA
ribotyping procedures, species of bacteria required
for certain marine invertebrate organisms to survive
and function within their ecological niches were
definitively identified. A collaboration with Harvard
University designed to test the ‘good genes hypothesis’
led to development and validation, using multiplexed
quantitative PCR techniques, of a new high-density cDNA
microarray for assessment of gene expression events
in bacterially challenged wild birds that could serve
as environmental sentinels of diseases with potential
to aﬀect economically important animal enterprises
and man. Evidence indicating that environmental
factors communicated from mother to neonates in
milk can aﬀect patterns of gene expression associated
with development of fertility served to define a new
mechanistic paradigm – the lactocrine hypothesis
- for signaling between mammalian mothers and
their newborn oﬀspring. At the microenvironmental
level, studies of xenomitchondrial mice engineered to
contain cells harboring diﬀerent types of mitochondria
indicate that mammalian transmitochondrial modeling
is possible and that such models hold significant
potential for studies aimed at identification of the
role of mitochondrial genes in regulation of adaptive
organismal responses to environmental challenges.
For more information, see http://www.auburn.edu/cmb/.
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CENTER FOR OPTICAL SENSORS
AND SPECTROSCOPIES (COSS)

range. COSS research also focused on the development
of broadly tunable electrically pumped sources based
on transition metal (TM) doped quantum confined and
bulk II-VI diode structures. COSS researchers developed
COSS (Center for Optical Sensors and Spectroscopies) Cr-doped conductive ZnSe bulk, thin film and quantum
is a multi-institutional Center consisting of researchers dot (QD) samples, and demonstrated the feasibility of
and facilities from UAB, UA, and UAH. The objective of TM doped II-VI media for lasing at room temperature
COSS is to improve optical sensor techniques using re- under direct electrical excitation. Dr. Sergey Mirov of
cently developed revolutionary laser and spectroscop- COSS recently received the Ireland Award, UAB’s most
ic technologies to explore the fundamental role of mol- prestigious research award for this work.
ecules in biochemical processes on a single cell level as
well as in most other fields of life sciences. A primary Also, nonlinear optical excited state absorbers techapplication of these new optical sensor technologies is niques were studied to protect optical sensors from
counter-terrorism-related applications such as the de- high intensity laser threats. A new class of materials
tection of chemical/biological warfare agents and their was developed to provide protection in the blue specprecursors, environmental and industrial process con- tral region, with both linear and nonlinear absorption
trol, basic biophysical and molecular biology research, properties readily modified as desired. COSS researchand biomedical applications, i.e. detecting markers ers identified toxic and hazardous materials for specassociated with malignant tissues and measurement troscopic study and developed sampling and measureof medically important molecular compounds in the ment methods. Contaminant partitioning calculations
exhaled breath of patients. COSS serves the strategic were performed for about 100 compounds, with the
role of partially bridging the biotechnology and nano- results showing that most of the hazardous contamitechnology elements of the RII plan. Furthermore, it nants bond to sediments. New testing methods were
builds infrastructure to leverage strategic planning by developed using thermal desorption equipment for
the National Space Science and Technology Center at the extraction of organic compounds from particulate
UAH to form an Alabama statewide sensor program samples.
from NASA funding based on strengths in sensor research at Alabama universities.
For more information see http://www.coss.phy.uab.
The COSS group studied novel laser materials and la- edu/COSShome.html.
ser sources for optical sensors capable of detecting
molecules in the molecular fingerprint middle-infrared
range of the optical spectrum and developed nonlinear
optical techniques to protect optical sensors. Several
mid-IR laser sources based on transition metal-doped
ZnS and ZnSe crystals were developed with record output characteristics in the mid-infrared 2-6 um spectral
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CENTER FOR
INTERDISCIPLINARY
DISCOVERY VIA
ENGINEERING NANOFABRICATION
DR. MATTHEW EDWARDS, DIRECTOR
CENTER FOR INTERDISCIPLINARY
DISCOVER VIA ENGINEERING
NANOFABRICATION (CIDEN)

nanomaterials, magnetic information
storage, nanopatterning and nanolithography,
while also projecting the acquisition of a
projection ion beam system, NLO materials
sensor application, as well as studying
crystals’ pyroelectricity for X-ray
nanolithography where each could potentially
further support the center’s research. The
research is distributed essentially across three
campuses, AAMU, UA, UAB

The Center for Interdisciplinary Discovery via Engineered Nanofabrication (CIDEN) is the newest of the
Alabama Experimental Program to Stimulate Competitive Research (AL-EPSCoR) centers funded by the National Science Foundation Research Infrastructure Improvement (NSF RII) Grant Program. CIDEN's focus is on
nanofabrication, specifically ion, photon, and electron
writing and lithography, in order to support research
using nanopatterning and nanostructuring on modifying materials properties to be tailored to specific applications. The research conducted at CIDEN is directed
toward molecular sensors, regimented nanomaterials
and nanostructures with applications in chemical, biological, and thermoelectric devices. Advances in nanoscale detection and manipulation will open new frontiers in the sciences and technology.
The current research areas within CIDEN are in line
with the AL-EPSCoR strategic plan to increase competitiveness of Alabama’s research institutions and are
grouped as follows:
• The Sensors and Devices group applies
nanoengineering to develop novel nanoenabled sensor and devices that will provide
revolutionary advances in sensors for biological
and chemical detection. The research is mainly
distributed across two campuses, AAMU and
UAH.

• The Nano-Bio group builds on research of cells
and materials interface, with special focus on
nanoscale interaction between cells and
substrate material, with direct applications in
heart valves and tissue regeneration scaﬀolds.
A special focus will be ion beam
nanopatterning and its applicability for
eliminating hip joint implant failure, and
nanopore fabrication for fast DNA sequencing.
This research is distributed across four
campuses, AAMU, UAB, UAH, TU.
CIDEN will focus on the advancement of science in multifunctional nanocomposites and structures, nano-bio
devices, and other nano-systems that are central to the
current research themes. It will provide comprehensive capabilities in nanoscale research in line with the
ALEPSCoR priorities, without duplicating resources, to
the educational, entrepreneurial, and established business communities across Alabama.
For more information, see http://www2.aamu.edu/
alepscor/centers.html.

• The Nanoscale Materials and Nanoscale
Structures group is built around the existing
AAMU capability and expertise for modifying
the structure of regimented thermoelectrics
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ALABAMA EPSCOR
OUTREACH
INITIATIVE
DR. KAREN BOYKIN, DIRECTOR
ALABAMA EPSCOR OUTREACH
INITIATIVE (AEOI)

One of the key elements of the new ALEPSCoR Education and Outreach eﬀorts is the training of graduate
students to help teachers prepare students for these
fields. Being closer in age to undergraduate, high
school, and middle school students, graduate students
are potentially in a position to relate concepts better
to the younger individuals. Science problem sets will
include some basic elements of mathematics as a valuable skill set for all students. The process will help students prepare for college math which can be a deterrent for many who would pursue these priority fields.
One method of helping undergraduate students is a
new way to teach calculus while allowing students to
visualize material as they work in research laboratories
and perform hands on experiments stimulating their
interest in pursuing research careers.

Alabama’s Experimental Program to Stimulate Competitive Research (ALEPSCoR) has gathered a broad array of impressive individuals of outstanding leadership
to form a team dedicated to education, outreach, and
diversity. The team, led by Dr. Karen Boykin is comprised of K-12 teachers, higher education researchers,
and leaders from the State Department of Education
and industry, will be working over the next five years
to study ways to evaluate best practices for maximizing
the maximum number of Alabama students entering
and becoming scientists and engineers. These organizations are funded in part by NSF’s new Large Scale
Infrastructure Program and by a two year seed grant
for developing Math Science Partnerships.
For more information about upcoming education, outreach, and diversity activities, see: http://aeoi.eng.
A primary focus of the team is on preparing students ua.edu.
for careers in the nanotechnology, biotechnology, and
sensors fields as part of the Governor’s plan for stimulating workforce development. The team will be collaborating on devising a number of ways to keep K-12
students interested in pursuing these fields. The group
will examine how to make statewide changes by developing new materials for supplementing curriculum
with ideas being generated for this purpose between
K-12 and research centers. Experimental workshops
are being designed for teachers and students starting during summer 2009. It is the researchers’ goal to
present cutting-edge science in new ways as part of the
workshops in a comfortable manner permitting teachers and students to help identify curriculum needs, develop ideas for classroom supplemental materials, and
then both set up and do experiments that stimulate
through inquiry based learning.
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EXTENDED ALABAMA STRUCTURAL
BIOLOGY CONSORTIUM (EASBC)
(Graduated January 2009)
EASBC provides a particularly clear example of the
ALEPSCoR strategy and its implementation. In 2001
NSF EPSCoR funding enabled UAH, USA and UAB to
form the Alabama Structural Biology Consortium
(ASBC). This multi-institutional collaboration provides
the infrastructure to maximize the state’s resources.
This current RII proposal recognizes expanded the ASBC
with new industrial partners, establishing the Extended
Structural Biology Consortium (EASBC), and builds
upon the achievements of the ASBC. EPSCoR funding
allowed the ASBC to secure six million dollars in private
funds that were used to improve physical facilities while
EPSCoR funds were used to recruit and support a staﬀ
of research professors. UAH has constructed a building
that houses new 500 and 800 MHz NMR spectrometers
and upgraded its in-house diﬀraction facilities. UAH and
UAB have each purchased three shares of the SER-CAT
beamlines, providing regular access to the synchrotron
at Argonne National Laboratory. USA has created a
new Proteomics laboratory. This collaborative use
of expensive instrumentation, specialized expertise,
and shared projects has enhanced the ability of
consortium members to compete at a national level.
87 peer-reviewed publications have resulted from
this research. Of the 28 scientists participating in
this project, 15 have won research funding as PI in
national competitions. The ASBC has very close ties
to Alabama’s biotech industry including eleven newly
formed companies in Huntsville. EASBC plans to make
these gains permanent and advance Structural Biology
in Alabama to a level of national prominence. Funds
have been used to support the soft-money research
professors so that they and their projects can mature
to the point that they can win funding and become
self-sustaining.

The decision to focus resources on Structural Biology
was the result of careful strategic analysis. Alabama
has a rapidly growing presence in biotechnology
as identified by many studies, university resource
allocations, statewide strategic goal setting, and
the start up and incubation of over 20 biotech
companies. In particular Alabama has an unusually
large investment in and commitment to research in
Structural Biology. The Center for Biophysical Sciences
and Engineering (CBSE) at UAB houses a massive eﬀort
in Structural Biology that includes 20 crystallographers
with well equipped laboratories, making it one of
the largest crystallographic groups in the world. In
addition, NASA at the Marshall Space Flight Center
in Huntsville has constructed and equipped an entire
building for its Laboratory of Structural Biology and
has five Ph.D. crystallographers. Moreover, two of
the Alabama biotech companies, Biocryst and New
Century Pharmaceuticals, are X-ray crystallographybased, structure-guided drug design companies.
Three other Huntsville biotech companies – Open
Biosystems, Expression Genetics, and Nektar – have
major interests in Structural Biology. Birmingham’s
Diversified Scientific is heavily involved in Structural
Biology and works closely with UAB. All of the entities
described have active partnerships and joint research
programs with development and commercialization of
intellectual property as a major goal. In summary they
form a significant industry research cluster.
Work has included analysis of the crystal structure of
the Rab9 human protein for antiviral drugs to treat AIDS,
SARS, smallpox and measles; analysis of the structures
of DNA binding proteins; analysis of mosquito enzyme
structures resistant to pesticides through work with
the World Health Organization to fight malaria; and
sequencing of a bacteria genome able to withstand
extreme thermal conditions.
For more information about EASBC see http://lsb.uah.
edu/.
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NSF EPSCoR Co-FUNDED
PROJECTS FOR 2008
These awards provide researchers and institutions
another opportunity to obtain NSF support. Co-funding
is not a program to which proposals can be submitted.
Instead, it operates internally within NSF and does not
involve any action on the part of the submittor. Cofunding provides joint support for certain meritorious
proposals submitted to the EPSCoR Foundation’s
ongoing research, educational, and special emphasis
competitions by researchers from the EPSCoR states.
These are “fund-if-possible” proposals, which lie at
or near the merit review cutoﬀ process for funding a
proposal.
In 2008, new direct co-funding awards totaled $ 3.2M
with a balance of $ 3.3M from other NSF directives
bringing a future $6.5M into the state. A total of 28
funded projects were awarded to the seven EPSCoR
institutions, (AAMU, AU, TU, UA, UAB, UAH, USA), as
well as Troy State University, and Lawson State Community College. Of the 28 awards there are three Major
Research Instrumentation (MRI) awards; one Faculty
Early Career Development (CAREER) award; two Research Experience for Undergraduates (REU) awards;
one Small Grant for Exploratory Research (SGER); one
East Asia and Pacific Summer Institutes for U.S. Graduate Students (EASPI); four collaborative projects; and
sixteen individual or group awards.

CAREER awards are NSF’s most prestigious awards
in support of junior faculty who exemplify the role
of teacher-scholar through outstanding research,
excellent education, and the integration of education
and research within their organizations. These activities
start the foundation for a lifetime of leadership in
education and research.
REUs support research participation by undergraduate
students in any of the research areas supported by NSF.
A REU Site may be either an independent project that
engages a large number of undergraduate students
with a single discipline or academic department with
a single theme; or as an REU Supplement that includes
a undergraduate research component to a new or already existing NSF grant or cooperative agreement.
SGER grants are for small-scale, exploratory, high-risk
research in the fields of science, engineering and education normally supported by NSF. SGER grants are
often awarded after catastrophic events such as Hurricane Katrina to enable our country to better mitigate,
prepare and respond. Alabama recieved a SGER grant
following Hurricane Katrina to study the eﬀects on the
educational systems and research facilities.
EASPI grants provide graduate students in science and
engineering opportunities to gain first hand experience not only as a research setting in Australia, China,
Japan, Korea, New Zealand, Singapore or Taiwan but
to initiate scientific relationships to enable future collaborations.

Three Major Research Instrumentation (MRI) Program
awards were received by AAMU, Troy State University,
A brief description of a few NSF Co-funded projects
and UAB. The MRI award assists with the acquisition
listed at right are included in this section.
or development of shared research instrumentation
to improve the quality and scope of research and research training in science and engineering.
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Institution

PI

EPSCoR CF

Total NSF
Award

Title

AAMU

Schamschula

74,129

190,707

MRI: Acquisition of a Computer Cluster for Space Weather Modeling

AU

Dong

92,577

185,153

Collaborative Research: CSEDI - First Principles Calculations and Measurements of
Thermal Diffusivity for Application to the Earth's Interior

AU

Gupta

117,304

234,609

Production of Biocrude from Biomass using Supercritical Water

AU

Striegler

291,105

582,210

CAREER: Macromolecular glycosidases mimics

AU

Thomas

125,000

298,000

Effective of ion flows on heating and instabilities in weakly coupled dusty plasmas

AU

Tugnait

150,000

300,000

Using the Channel State Information for Wireless Security Enhancement

Lawson State
Community
College

Murry

74,000

74,000

The Advanced Robotics Center (ARC)

Troy State
University

Podder

22,026

132,026

MRI: Acquisition of a High Resolution Optical Monochromator System

TU

Chen

99,996

199,992

Collaborative Project: CI-TEAM Implementation Project - A Digital Forensics
Cyberinfrastructure Workforce Training Initiative for America's Veterans

UAB

LaRussa

2,500

5,000

EAPSI: Modeling of the Multi-Layer Aquifer System in the Willunga Basin, South Australia

UAB

Bryant

180,000

180,000

Grammar Inference Technology Applications in Software Engineering

UAB

Eberhardt

62,475

124,950

Engineering Design Projects to Aid Person with Disabilities: Experiential Learning for
Undergraduates

UAB

Hainzl

58,042

116,084

On Relativistic and Non-Relativistic Fermi Systems

UAB

Karpechina

77,889

155,779

Spectral Properties of Multidimensional Quasi-Periodic Schroedinger Operators

UAB

Pollard

119,996

239,992

Model and Experimental Studies of Cardiac Conduction Block Using Microscopic
Electrical Mapping

UAB

Skjellum

150,000

300,000

MRI: Development of a GPU-Enabled Integrated Storage Computation Architecture and
System

UAB

Stanishevesky

173,000

414,000

Materials World Network: Chemical Vapor Deposition of Nanostructured Carbon Materials

UAB

Uddin

183,270

546,475

Composite Structural Insulated Panels (CSIPs) for Hazard Reseistant Structures

UAH

Aygun

94,720

189,441

III-COR-Small: Developing Novel Mosaic Generation Methods for Object-Based
Multimedia Information Systems

UAH

Burko

60,000

60,000

Radiation reactin, orbital eveolution, and emitted gravitational waveforms form extrememass-ratio, and ave extraction for numerical relativity

UAH

Wu

143,863

143,863

Analyses of Observed Magnetic Field Characteristics for the Understanding of Solar
Eruptions Physics using a Data-Driven 3D MHD Model

UA

Lang

150,000

300,000

REU Site: Fluid Mechanics with Analysis using Computations and Experiments (FM-ACE)

UA

Mewes

127,000

170,000

Spin-diffusion in magnetic multilayer structures

UA

Ritchie

118,664

237,329

Functionalized membranes for Mebrane Chromatography

UA

Robinson

127,130

254,261

Collaborative Research: Testing Mechanical Models of Himalayan Orogenesis in NW
India

UA

Starr

232,884

714,419

Collaborative Research: Cold-season gas exchange of arctic plants - resolving winter
carbon and water balances of Alaskan arctic tundra

USA

Barletta

39,687

79,687

SGER- ȝ-Raman Analysis of Ice-Core Samples

USA

Turrens

44,250

66,260

REU Site on Structure and Function of Proteins

3,191,507

6,494,237
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EFFECT OF ION FLOWS ON HEATING
AND INSTABILITIES IN WEAKLY
COUPLED DUSTY PLASMAS

REU SITE ON STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION OF
PROTEINS
Dr. Julio Turrens
College of Allied Health Professions
University of South Alabama

Dr. Edward Thomas, Jr.,
Physics Department, Auburn University
Plasmas are often called the “fourth state of matter” –
after solids, liquids, and gases. Naturally formed plasmas on Earth usually only form under special conditions – such as in lightning or the aurora. But, scientists
and engineers can create controlled plasmas and use
them as powerful tools such as in the manufacturing of
electronics (plasma processing), lighting (fluorescent
lights), in plasma televisions, and, in the future, for the
production of electricity from fusion energy.

This is a training grant for undergraduate students
interested in the area of protein chemistry/
biochemistry.

REU sites are designed to encourage undergraduates to
explore careers in science, with the idea of increasing
in the future the number of graduate students pursuing
graduate education, specifically Ph.D. degrees. Students
are invited to our institution during the summer, for
a 10-week period.
During this time they
In both laboratory and naturally occurring plasmas, immerse full time in a
very small microparticles can enter the plasma and in- basic research project
teract with it to form a new plasma state – a “dusty” under the direction
or “complex” plasma. In space, structures like the long of a researcher from
tails of comets or rings of the outer planets are exam- our institution. The
ples of large, naturally occurring dusty plasmas.
research projects are
directed by faculty in
In this project, Prof. Thomas and his team of graduate the departments of
and undergraduate students seek to perform a de- Biology, Biochemistry, Biomedical Sciences, Chemistry
tailed study of the interaction between the background and Pharmacology.
plasma ions with the charged microparticles to identify
how energy is exchanged between diﬀerent parts of Although students are brought from all over the
the dusty plasma. This work could allow researchers nation, recruitment is focused in the Southeastern
to better understand how microparticle contaminants United States with emphasis on minority students,
enter plasma environments and potentially oﬀer new since this sector of our society is severely underrepresented in science. In this regard, Dr. Turrens
ways of controlling those particles.
personally contacts faculty at HBCUs in the region,
Finally, as part of this project, the PI’s team is support- including Stillman, Miles, Talladega, Alabama State
ed to develop new education tools on plasma science University, Spelman College, and Xavier, etc.
and technology that will be used at for both local (AU
Explore) and national (American Physical Society –
Division of Plasma Physics) outreach activities.
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The grant has been renewed for a third time, and the of physiological processes of arctic
eighth summer training for undergraduates has been tundra vegetation in the face of rapid
climate change.
completed.
This study is directly relevant to components of the U.S. Global Change
Research Program, which seeks to
better quantify North American
land carbon exchange and processes
COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH: COLD SEASON
controlling its dynamics. The novel
aspects of this research include a
GAS EXCHANGE OF ARCTIC PLANTS RESOLV
ING WINTER CARBON AND WATER BALANCES unique combination of approaches
used to address: cold season plant
OF ALASKAN ARCTIC TUNDRA
physiology, carbon acquisition under
Dr. Gregory Starr
snow, carbon turnover, sources of
Department of Biological Sciences, UA
water for the plants during the cold
season, mortality, and respiration
This grant funds research intended to further the under- rate sensitivity to predicted changes
standing of physiological processes of arctic tundra veg- in temperature. The results will lead
etation during the cold season, and to determine how to new insights into plant physiology
these physiological processes contribute to the carbon and carbon dynamics of two tundra
dynamics of the ecosystem
ecosystems during the cold season.
under current environmental
conditions and scenarios of
MRI: ACQUISITION OF A HIGH
climate warming.
RESOLUTION OPTICAL MONO

In the Arctic region, changes in
physical environment (warming permafrost, shrinking
ponds) and vegetation changes (increased shrubs, flowering in winter) provide strong evidence that is consistent
with the changes that are predicted based on the Global Climate Model (GCM) results. However, the status of
these ecosystems as a global sink/source of carbon in
the future hinges upon the response of the ecosystem’s
physiological components (i.e. species photosynthesis,
respiration, composition changes) to changes in climate.
The vast majority of research on tundra vegetation has
focused on physiological processes during the short 2-3
month growing season, with only a handful of studies
of physiological processes during the 9-10 month long
cold season. These limited cold season investigations
have provided evidence that challenge the long-standing dogma that conditions in the cold season are too
harsh for vascular plant species to be physiologically
active. A comprehensive understanding of cold season
physiological processes will further the understanding

CHROMATOR SYSTEM
Dr. Nirmol Podder
Troy State University
Dr. Podder built an experimental plasma physics research laboratory with
a previous DOE grant. The present
acquisition of the monochromatorCCD-camera system will help expand
the current research capabilities of
his laboratory into high spectral and
temporal resolution spectral line
emission and broadening measurements for high-velocity plasmas. It
will now be possible to investigate the
eﬀects of a high-speed shock wave
on plasmas and the associated turbulence and other complex phenomena
that occur on fast time scales. Spectroscopic studies in basic plasma sciences will also be conducted with the
help of the instrument in determining plasma density and temperature
information.
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Pictures and reports from previous year participants
as well as a description of current projects is available
by visiting http://www.southalabama.edu/alliedhealth/
biomedical/ucur/index.htm.

SPECTRAL PROPERTIES OF MULTIDIMEN
TIONAL QUASI PERIODIC SCHROEDINGER
OPERATORS

crystals: modulated crystals. Spectral study of these
equations leads to understanding of the mechanism of
electrical conductivity in odulated crystals, especially,
the phenomenon of the metal-insulator transition.
Dr. Ioulia Karpechina
The metal-insulator transition means that at near zero
Mathematics Department, UAB
temperatures a material abruptly changes its properties from an electrical conductor to insulator, when an
There is a huge variety of solids in nature. They have external parameter, controlling electrons energy inside
diﬀerent physical properties: electrical and heat con- the solid, passes certain critical value. Metal-insulator
ductivities, elastic coeﬃcients, etc. This variety of transition can be described mathematically in terms of
properties can be explained by inner structure of sol- spectral properties of the corresponding Schroedinger
ids: first, by types of atoms constituting a solid, and, operator. The insulator corresponds to localized eigensecond, very important, by the arrangement of atoms functions (localization) at low energies, while the conforming a solid. For example, both diamond and graph- ductor corresponds to non-localized eigenfunctions
ite are built from the same atoms of carbon, and their (extended states) at higher energies. The goal of the
completely diﬀerent properties are due to diﬀerent project is to describe extended states in the high enarrangements of atoms. A profound problem in solid ergy region for multidimensional quasi-periodic Schrostate physics is to explain the connections between mi- edinger operators. Because of the lack of periodicity
crostructures of solids and their macroproperties. Cur- the usual ``periodic” techniques for the study of this
rently, with the development of new industries which operator no longer work, and new techniques have to
are able to produce materials with prescribed inner be developed. The PI will suggest a new modification
structures, this problem becomes more important, of KAM (Kolmogorov-Arnold-Mozer) method to solve
since understanding fundamental connections be- the problem. The project includes working with gradutween inner structures and macro properties will give ate students. There are several subproblems that will
opportunities for industry to produce more materials make excellent MS/PhD thesis topics.
with desired properties.
For a long time all materials studied consisted of periodic arrays of atoms or were amorphous. However,
in the last decades a new class of solid state matter,
called aperiodic crystals, has been found. An aperiodic
crystal is a long range ordered structure, but without
lattice periodicity. It is found in a wide range of materials: organic and anorganic compounds, minerals, metallic alloys, even some proteins.
The Schroedinger equations with quasi-periodic potentials are used to describe a particular kind of aperidoc

REU SITE: FLUID MECHANICS WITH
ANALYSIS USING COMPUTATIONS
AND EXPERIMENTS
Dr. Amy Lang
Aerospace Engineering and Mechanics, UA
The objectives, which integrate research and educational goals, of the REU site program at the University
of Alabama (UA) in Fluid Mechanics with Analysis using
Computations and Experiments (FM-ACE) are:
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are subject to important design constraints such as safety and regulatory
standards. During the design process,
the students are exposed to a variety
of topics including project planning,
materials selection, development of
a design proposal, ordering parts,
construction and testing, as well as
communication of design through
interim and final design reviews including both oral presentations and
written report. The primary client
has been United Cerebral Palsy of
Greater Birmingham; however, others include the Children’s Hospital of
Alabama and miscellaneous individual clients from the local area. These
eﬀorts have successfully produced
prototype designs for individuals or
groups of individuals in the greater
Birmingham area with disabilities.
Over 100 engineering seniors have
participated in over thirty RAPD projects to aid the disabled, examples of
which are listed below:
• Child Standers for Children
DESIGN PROJECTS TO AID THE DISABLED
with Cerebral Palsy.
Dr. Alan Eberhardt
•
Adjustable
Play-tables for
Biomedical Engineering, UAB
Children with Cerebral Palsy.
• Baby Carrying System– a
Dr. Eberhardt is now beginning his third 5-year cycle of
trailer system for a
grant support through the National Science Foundation
wheelchair-bound mother.
(NSF) Research to Aid Persons with Disabilities (RAPD)
• Independently Operated
program. A focus of the new NSF project renewal is to
Laptop Mounting System for
extend them beyond senior design and use the projects
Wheelchair-bound User.
in experiential learning environments, such as Honors
• Transitional Walking Device
Research and the Introduction to Engineering course.
for Children with Cerebral
Palsy.
Working collaboratively
• Stair Trainer for Children with
with students and facCerebral Palsy.
ulty from the Depart• Electric Elevation Assist and
ments of Biomedical
Spasticity Control Arm for Boy
Engineering, Mechaniwith Cerebral Palsy.
cal Engineering and Ma• Bath Chair Transfer System for
terials Science and EngiAdult with Cerebral Palsy.
neering at UAB, projects
are completed within
a specified time periodand budget, and
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• Engage undergraduate students each year in
meaningful and productive cutting-edge
research in fluid mechanics, thereby furthering
the research capabilities of each faculty mentor
and providing an enriching educational
experience for each participant.
• Expose students to the latest research tools in
both computational and experimental fluid
mechanics analysis.
• Provide an organizational structure wherein
research and technical communication skills
are cultivated for each student and high-quality
mentor-guided student research results are
obtained.
• Promote the recruitment and participation of
women and other underrepresented groups.
• Encourage REU participants to pursue graduate
studies in engineering.
• Provide an enriching experience whereby
students will enhance their professionalism,
culminating in attending and presenting at
a professional fluid mechanics conference.

INVESTIGATING THE BUILDING OF THE
HIMALAYA

PRODUCTION OF BIOCRUDE FROM BIOMASS
USING SUPERCRITICAL WATER

Dr. Delores Robinson
Geological Sciences, UA

Dr. Ram Gupta
Chemical Engineering, AU

The
Sutlej River in
northern
India cuts
through the
Himalayan
Mountains
exposing
the
rock
which compose the mountain range. Thus, this region is the perfect natural laboratory in which to study the building
of the highest mountains on the continents. Dr. Delores Robinson, University of Alabama, and Dr. Matthew
Kohn, Boise State University, are conducting research
funded by the National Science Foundation in the Sutlej River Valley and surrounding regions. They will identify the rocks, look for large breaks in the Earth’s crust
called faults, take measurements and orientations, and
bring rock back to the United States to analyze. By the
end of the three year project, they will have a model
that explains how the crusts of India and Asia collided
together, the timing of the faults, and how rock stacked
upon itself to build the high elevation mountains of the
Himalaya.

Biomass, the fourth largest energy source worldwide,
can fill in gaps in fuel supply created by the depletion
of petroleum. A key step in the utilization of biomass
is its liquefaction to biocrude. Once in liquid form, biocrude can utilize well established pipeline transportation, refining and chemical processes that have been
perfected/optimized by the petrochemical industry.
For example, biocrude can be hydrogenated to produce gasoline or reformed to produce hydrogen.
Dr. Gupta’s research will utilize sub- and supercritical
water (above 374oC and 220 bar) for liquefaction to
utilize biomass without
drying. If successful,
the results can open
up a novel solution to
the liquid fuels for conventional transportation use and hydrogen
for future fuel cell cars.
Biomass derived liquid
or gaseous fuels have
potential to provide
a cost-eﬀective and
sustainable supply of
energy, while meeting
the greenhouse gas reduction targets.
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Dr. Susanne Striegler
Chemistry and Bio-Chemistry, AU
Since the early 19th century, scientists have been fascinated by the work performance of enzymes. Enzymes
are proteins that promote the transformation of one
compound into another during a process called reaction. Thus, enzymes act as catalysts and enable reactions that would otherwise not work. However, enzymes are frequently not stable enough to endure the
harsh conditions
of any interesting transformation. To sustain
and further develop modern
life in our society,
chemists
constantly search for
new reactions
and provide alternative ways for the manufacturing of highly active
drugs to fight diseases caused by bacteria and viruses;
the corresponding enzymes are very often not known.

teachers and invited for a visit to the
laboratory. The students participate in
research by conducting experiments
and/or work on small projects during
a summer internship in the Striegler
laboratory.

Workshops and Outreach
The EPSCoR Oﬃce requests proposals
for funding workshops, conferences,
and other community-based activities
to explore opportunities in science
and engineering, and to share best
practices in planning and implementation in strategic planning, diversity,
communication, cyberinfrastructure,
evaluation, and other areas of importance to EPSCoR jurisdictions.
The EPSCoR Oﬃce also supports outreach travel that enables NSF staﬀ
from all Directorates and Oﬃces to
work with the EPSCoR research community regarding NSF opportunities,
priorities, programs, and policies.
Alabama was fortunate to host two
NSF Days in 2008, the first in June at
the University of South Alabama and
again in October at the University of
Alabama in Huntsville. (See Workshops, Meetings, and Conferences
Section, page 22.

In that regard, the Striegler group focuses on the preparation of novel enzyme-like catalysts to fill the gap provided by the missing enzymes. In particular, methods
to selectively transfer sugar units from natural sources
to the target compounds are developed and optimized
for work in green solvents, i.e. water. Enzyme-like polymers are designed and investigated for their activity
during a reaction by spectroscopic and calorimetric
tools.
NSF RII Track 2
The results of this study are important for two reasons:
(i) these enzyme-like catalysts are novel and provide
an alternative to conventional time-consuming organic
syntheses and costly enzymatic approaches; (ii) new
directions towards the synthesis of compounds with
prospective pharmacological eﬀect are developed.
To provide understanding of the merits of chemistry in
the daily life to the general public, students from surrounding high schools are selected by local high school

Track-2 RII Awards provide up to $2
million dollars per year to support research utilizing cyberinfrastructure.
Track-2 awards are multi-jurisdictional and seek to develop regional
strengths in accord with the goals of
the America Competes Act. Alabama
EPSCoR collaborated with Louisiana
and Mississippi EPSCoR in a proposal
submitted in January 2009. The project summary is provided on the next
two pages.
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CAREER: FUNCTIONAL GLYCOSIDASE
MIMICS

NSF Track 2 Proposal Summary
This NSF Track 2 Proposal was a collaborative eﬀort between
Mississippi, Louisiana, and Alabama EPSCoR.
The severe vulnerability of coastal regions to harsh environmental, social, economic, and public health and safety
impacts due to natural and man-made disasters has been
amply demonstrated by the devastation caused by Hurricanes Katrina and Rita. In the aftermath of these storms, the
Northern Gulf Coast (NGC) region witnessed unprecedented
destruction to its natural, agricultural, social, industrial and
business networks that resulted in over $150 billion in damages—the largest financial loss associated with a natural
disaster in the history of the United States. Moreover, with
populations increasing in coastal areas, and the possibility
that coastal inundations will become more frequent due to
climate change, coastal areas are facing increased risk from
such disasters for centuries to come. A comprehensive R&D
program supported by necessary cyberinfrastructure (CI) to
design and implement a coordinated disaster safety, prediction and response plan will help mitigate these risks. The
academic, industrial and government communities in the
NGC region have a responsibility to lead such an eﬀort that
includes a myriad of new, innovative technologies, transformational integrative research eﬀorts and a robust CI to
implement them.
The need for the development of an advanced prediction
and eﬀective response system to natural disasters in the
NGC, and the aspiration to build a nationally competitive
science and engineering (S&E) capacity in the region around
this theme has been the catalyst for bringing together the
three neighboring EPSCoR states of Alabama (AL), Louisiana
(LA), and Mississippi (MS) to form the Gulf States Alliance
(GSA). The goal of GSA is to create a sustainable and safe
coastal environment, and propel the region to global competitiveness in the 21st century supported by education,
research and workforce development. The GSA has been
empowered by the strong coordinated endorsement of the
Vice Presidents for Research (VPRs) from fifteen (15) institutions of higher education across the NGC region. This interaction began two years ago and has continued to the

present, leading to an unprecedented level of interaction
among the three states.
This proposal is a direct outgrowth of the GSA. It builds on
the mission of the tri-state AL-LA-MS alliance to support
the NGC higher education community with a strategic S&E
research agenda, and proposes to establish a formal NGC
Cyberinfrastructure Consortium (NGC3) based on cyberenabled research and discovery for emergency and disaster
management. The activities proposed through the NGC3 are
designed to advance the frontiers of basic knowledge in hurricane research prediction and response, and to transform
the NGC region into a global leader in disaster management
through an integrative, comprehensive cyberinfrastructure
plan and strategy. The proposal outlines the importance of
cyberinfrastructure to this eﬀort in a detailed project description that emphasizes the immediate need in the tristate region to catalyze disaster research themes including
coastal flooding, hurricane response, evacuation, and traﬃc
flow that each heavily rely on improved, and synchronized
cyberinfrastructure. The work will be transformational in
leveraging and combining existing resources, crossing state
boundaries and empowering a highly-trained workforce to
generate knowledge advancement, disseminate new tools
and implement leading edge applications in disaster management for the nation.
The NGC3 proposal builds on regional experience in coastal
and hurricane research and leverages the tri-state investments in people, and high-performance networks, middleware and tools to advance cyber-enabled discovery for disaster management. The NGC region is a natural laboratory
that can serve as a dynamic learning and training ground
for future scientists and engineers in coastal disaster management. Using an aggressive research agenda and newly
harmonized intra-state research and education plan, the
proposed project will create a platform for discovery and
innovation at the intersection of science, engineering and
cyber-enabled discovery.
Without enhanced cyberinfrastructure, cybertools and software, aggressive and eﬀective change in the NGC region will
not occur. The computational complexity and enormous re-
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sources required for data management associated with dynamically driven data systems from coastal and hurricane
disasters alone are currently beyond the resource means
of any of the institutions in the region. Higher performance
networking services, sophisticated scheduling workflow
simulations, accurate forecasting models, high-capacity archiving, and improved visualization tools are all critical for
real-time management. Through this improvement award,
the NGC3 seeks to tackle these 21st-century challenges in a
unified manner and strives to become a major resource center for the nation in disaster management and response.
This NGC3 proposal can potentially transform the participating universities into a nationally recognized consortium in
cyber-enabled disaster management systems that will serve
as a magnet to attract expert faculty, visiting scholars, and
students to the region. Presently, this possibility remains unrealized because many of the universities in the region lack
adequate computing capacity or connectivity to critical cyberinfrastructure. The NGC3 will address these deficiencies
through shared high-speed networks and High Performance
Computing (HPC) resources, improved data storage capacity,
and the development of robust software and middleware.
These R&D activities will be complemented by the consortium’s integrated education and outreach agenda designed
to enable the region’s diverse population to meaningfully
participate in the project and benefit from the unique infrastructure developed across state boundaries.
The work undertaken by NGC3 targets four integrated thrust
areas: (1) Data infrastructure and cyber-based tools, (2)
Wireless communications and cyber-based technologies,
(3) Coastal inundation forecasting and emergency response
and (4) Resilient evacuation analysis and advance sensors.
These thrust areas support a disaster management plan
which will ultimately provide real-time information concerning the current traﬃc conditions on major roads, available evacuation routes, estimations of travel time, and suggestions for alternative routes will be disseminated to the
general public and other users. Simulation and mathematical models of weather forecasting, coastal inundation, traffic planning, and consequences of risks will be performed
using large databases, data intensive computing, and evaluation/emergency-response decision support systems. Comprehensive emergency response systems will be developed
to work reliably and securely under stress. The scenarios
and associated tools will ultimately be available to enhance
the safety and security of the NGC and the nation in times
of natural and man-made disasters.
An important component of the research will be mock disaster exercises at the end of years two and three. The exer-
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cises will simulate a natural disaster such as a category
5 hurricane exacerbated by a concomitant man-made
catastrophe such as a chemical spill or explosion. Emergency planners/responders, law enforcement oﬃcers,
FEMA and other agencies, news media, etc. will participate. These exercises will enable the research team to
clearly identify user needs, evaluate the eﬀectiveness of
research tools, assess the coordination of resources, and
communicate research results to end users.
The proposed NGC3 will be managed by the three state
EPSCoR project directors, with Louisiana serving as the
lead jurisdiction. A Project Execution Team will consist of
the three scientific leads from AL, LA, and MS and their
thrust co-leaders. An External Advisory Board, drawn
from a diverse cross section of scientists, engineers and
education leaders, together with an Evaluation Team,
will provide formative and summative evaluation and
assessment for all project activities. An Oversight Committee, comprised of the AL-LA-MS EPSCoR Committee
Chairs, and the respective Chief Technology Oﬃcers
(CTOs) and VPRs of the participating institutions, will
ensure that institutional commitments, resource allocations, and inter-institutional cooperation occur in a
seamless fashion. This Committee will also provide leadership to ensure that Intellectual Property (IP) issues are
addressed. Many of the VPRs currently serve on their
respective EPSCoR Committees and provide a conduit to
the statewide stakeholders. The scientific and management teams will meet regularly to ensure that the project goals and objectives are being realized.
To satisfy the critical need for comprehensive emergency response systems in the region and ultimately the
nation, NGC3 has also developed an aggressive sustainability plan. NGC3 team members are among the top researchers in the nation in their areas of expertise, and
have been very successful in obtaining both state and
federal grants. Several partnerships have been formed
with national centers, who have enthusiastically pledged
to work with NGC3 to support its continuing objectives.
Funding from sources other than NSF EPSCoR will be
sought to sustain the research and education eﬀorts at
the same or higher funding level. Furthermore, the relationships formed among the program participants will
result in many new, interdisciplinary, collaborative partnerships within the NGC region.

4.0 Alabama DOE EPSCoR
2008 Update

Funding Opportunities

The Alabama DOE EPSCoR program is the central
coordinating unit responsible for energy-related
research and human resources development issues for
the state. Dr. John Steadman, Dean of the University
of South Alabama’s College of Engineering, serves as
the program’s Agency Director.
It is critical that we address energy issues in Alabama’s
economic development eﬀorts. Alabama’s rich energy
diversity attracts industrial development and improves
economic growth necessary to achieve a national
competitive posture. The growth of our energy
resources are based on its wise and profitable use.
Alabama universities strive to provide the educational,
research and development leadership necessary to
broaden the state’s economic base. Significant levels
of research and educational opportunities in all energy
areas are found at the state’s seven major Ph.D.
granting universities.

DOE EPSCoR provides funding support through the
following types of awards:
• Implementation Grants are for a maximum
period of six years with an initial grant period
of three years. Maximum funding for
Implementation Grants is $750,000 per year.
Fifty percent state matching funds are
required. Only one active implementation
grant per state or territory is permitted at a
time. Only one submission per state per Notice
is permitted and all implementation awards
must be submitted through the State DOE
oﬃce. There is one EPSCoR Implementation
Grant Financial Assistance Notice (grant
solicitation) from the Oﬃce of Science per year.
Currently only 4 states have implementation
grants and most of them are funded at
approximately $500,000 per year.

CurrentDOEEPSCoRAwards
Award
DOEStateLab
Partnership
Award
DOEStateLab
Partnership
Award
DOEStateLab
Partnership
Award
DOEStateLab
Partnership
Award

Institution

Discipline

LeClair

UAͲTuscaloosa

Physics

LLNL

$450,000

06/01/08Ͳ
05/31/11

Fergus

Auburn
University

Materials
Engineering

PNNL

$449,952

05/01/08Ͳ
04/30/11

Landers

Auburn
University

Physics

LBNL

$448,923

02/01/07Ͳ
01/20/10

Cassibry

UAͲHuntsville

Mechanical
Engineering

LANL

$420,068

01/01/06Ͳ
12/31/08
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NationalLab AwardTotal

Start/End
Dates

PI

Alabama had two ongoing DOE State
Laboratory Partnership projects, one
awarded in 2006 and one awarded
in 2007. During 2008, DOE invested
$5.2 million in basic research
projects. Across the nation, only
twelve universities were awarded
these grants. Alabama received two:
one by Dr. Jeﬀrey Fergus at Auburn
University and the other by Dr. Patrick
LeClair at The University of Alabama.
A brief description of these projects
is included in this section.

FY 2008 Implementation Grant
During the 2008 Implementation Grant proposal selection process, the Alabama EPSCoR Steering Committee
recommended that the top three (3) proposals from
the 2007 solicitation be allowed to enter the 2008 competition and that the DOE EPSCoR oﬃce conduct a new
statewide request-for-proposals. Four (4) new proposals were submitted for the 2008 competition. Only
three (3) were eligible to participate in the competition.
The three (3) proposals from the 2007 solicitation and
the three (3) eligible proposals from the 2008 solicitation totaling six (6) proposals underwent national peer
review. DOE only funded one proposal during the 2008
competition. The Alabama DOE EPSCoR proposal submission was one of the proposals not funded.
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DOE
EPSCoR
State
Laboratory
Partnership
Awards

• EPSCoR-State/National Laboratory Partnership
Grants are for a maximum period of three
years. Maximum funding for these grants
is $ 150,000 per year. Ten percent state
matching funds are required and only one
active grant per individual investigator is
permitted at a time. Multiple submissions per
state and Laboratory are permitted and
expected. There is no limit to the number of
state or laboratory submissions per year. All
funding resides within the EPSCoR state and no
EPSCoR funds are permitted to support DOE
National Laboratory activities. In the last round
of competition 197 lab partnership preproposals were submitted and 80 were invited
to submit full proposals. Only 8 proposals
were funded in 2008. The competition is held
every two years.

New DOE State
Laboratory
Partnership Awards

INTERMETALLIC SYSTEMS

Drs. Patrick LeClair and Gary Mankey (UA) were awarded a DOE-EPSCoR State-National Laboratory partnership
grant in the amount of $450,000 in June 2008 for a three
year study of exchange interactions in intermetallic systems.
EFFECT OF SOFC INTERCONNECT COATING
INTERACTIONS ON COATING PROPERTIES AND The goal of this research is to
develop a fundamental underPERFORMANCE
standing of the exchange interactions in epitaxial intermetallic
Dr. Jeﬀrey Fergus, Associalloy thin films and multilayers.
ate Professor of Materials Engineering at Auburn
The materials under study - inUniversity was awarded
termetallic alloys of Fe, Pt, and
Dr. Patrick LeClair
a DOE State Laboratory
Rh - have a rich variety of ferPartnership award in May
romagnetic, paramagnetic and
2008. The project is a
antiferromagnetic phases which
collaborative eﬀort beare sensitive functions of compositween Auburn Univertion, substrate symmetry and layer
sity and Pacific Norththickness. The aim is to formulate
west National Laboratory
a complete understanding of the
(PNNL). Solid oxide fuel
magnetic ordering in these matecells (SOFCs) are a promrials, particularly in ultrathin films
ising technology for highand multilayers, with an ultimate
Dr. Gary Mankey
eﬃciency, low-emission energy conversion. The high
goal of producing layered structures
operating temperature of SOFCs improves the tolerwith tunable magnetic properties. The alloy systems to
ance to fuel type and purity, so that SOFCs can be used
be studied have a degree of complexity and richness of
with a wide variety of fuels, including gasified coal,
magnetic phases that requires the use of the advanced
methane and fuels derived from renewable biological
tools oﬀered by the DOE-operated national laboratory
sources, such as switchgrass. The high temperature,
facilities, such as neutron and x-ray scattering to meahowever, also accelerates unwanted reactions, which
sure spin ordering, spin orientations, and element-speplaces stringent requirements on the materials used.
cific magnetic moments. This project will contribute to
This project addresses one of these high temperature
DOE’s mission of producing “Materials by Design” with
materials challenges – specifically, protective ceramic
properties determined by alloy composition and crystal
coatings for metallic interconnects.
structure. Advanced characterization techniques
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The FY08 Budget Request for the DOE EPSCoR
program is $8.2 million.
FY 2006 Appropriation: $7.280 million
FY 2007 Appropriations: Pending
(President’s Budget: $8 million)
The FY 2008 budget request for DOE’s
Office of Science is $4.

DOE’s EPSCoR supports the
program’s overarching mission is
to advance the national, economic,
and energy security of the United
States; to promote scientific and
technological innovation in support
of that mission; and to ensure the
environmentalcleanupofthenational
nuclear weapons complex.
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Alabama is rich in
energy resources. The
State has considerable conventional and
unconventional natural
gas reserves, substantial deposits of coal, and
numerous rivers capable
of hydroelectric generation. Several regions of
Alabama are well suited
for growing switchgrass, making the State
a potential site for the
installation of bioenergy
plants. With a strong
manufacturing base in
paper products, chemicals, and textiles, Alabama's industrial sector
leads State energy consumption, accounting
for nearly one-half of
total energy use.

4.0 DoE EPSCoR

at DOE national laboratories will be applied to understand the materials fabricated at UA, and a tight feedback loop will be used to tailor the magnetic properties on demand. Developing the ability to control magnetic anisotropy, for instance, is essential for creating
the next generation of magnetic storage media (such
as hard disks), where individual bit sizes have already
become smaller than 100nm in the largest dimension.
Still smaller bits and higher storage density will require
the ability to exquisitely tailor magnetic media properties at the atomic level, the ultimate goal of this study.

5.0 Alabama NASA EPSCoR
2008 Update

in line with the priorities of NASA’s Mission
Directorates. Competitions held in FY 2007
and FY 2008 resulted in 36 CAN awards. In
2008, four EPSCoR jurisdictions have no research awards; eight have one research award,
and fourteen jurisdictions have two awards.
NASA has, until now, restricted any single
jurisdiction from receiving more than two
awards, but this restriction is to be removed
in the FY 2009 competition. These awards are
highly competitive, selected by peer review,
and there is no a prior expectation or
guarantee that any particular EPSCoR
jurisdiction will receive any award.

The NASA EPSCoR mission is:
• To increase the understanding, assessment,
development and utilization of space resources
and provide a strong education base.
• To promote partnerships and cooperation
among universities, federal, state, and local
governments, and aerospace related industries.
• To provide a university based network
responsive to the nation’s aerospace needs.

Funding Mechanisms
NASA EPSCoR uses two primary funding mechanisms,
both types require cost-sharing of 1:1, they are:
• Research Infrastructure Development (RID)
Grants - The current round of RID grants were
awarded competitively in 2007. They are for
three years and $125,000 per year to invest in
the development of research infrastructure
related to NASA’s mission and goals. While
each EPSCoR jurisdiction’s programs in the RID
awards are unique to their proposals, generally
these funds are used for items such as small
start-up grants for new faculty, provide travel
funding for faculty to visit the NASA Centers
and develop collaborations with NASA
scientists and engineers. In addition, these
funds are expected to cover all state NASA
EPSCoR program management costs. Presently,
there are 24 RID awards in place. These threeyear awards may be renewed for an additional
two years.
• Research Awards-Cooperative Agreement
Notice (CAN) are three-year grants and provide
a total of $750K in NASA funds to (typically) a
group of EPSCoR state faculty working on a
focused research project related to NASA’s
strategic research and development thrust and

The NASA EPSCoR states are seeking $15 million in FY
2008. This increase would help compensate for two
major changes that NASA has made in the program:
• NASA has increased the number of eligible
states from 20 to 27 to be consistent with
current NSF EPSCoR eligibility; and
• NASA has modified the accounting procedure
so that all new research awards must be fully
budgeted in their first year rather than
stretched over the 3 years of the award. The
impact of the accounting change is that NASA
will be able to fund only one-third as many
awards during a single year as previously. Many
states will be without a research award for
several years.

Goals of Alabama’s NASA EPSCoR
program
The Alabama NASA EPSCoR program builds upon existing
strengths within the State, using facilities and personnel
at the Space Grant Universities and at NASA, Marshall
Space Flight Center (MSFC) but extending these to a new
set of teachers, researchers, students, and industrial
collaborators. The Alabama NASA EPSCoR Director also
serves as the Alabama Space Grant Consortium Director.
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A few NASA EPSCoR projects from the list below are
described in this section.
Current NASA EPSCoR Awards
Type of Award

PI

Title

Inst.

Award Amt

POP

Cooperative
Agreement Notice
(CAN)

John Gregory
and Robert
Lindquist

Device Realization for Sensor and Health
Monitoring of Space Transportation Systems.

UAH

750,000

9/1/07 - 8/31/10

NASA Seed Grant
(RID)

Tianxi Zhang

"MHD Simulation of Non-Flux-Rope CMEs
Associated with Impulsive SEP Events."

AAMU

30,000

6/1/08-5/31/10

NASA Seed Grant
(RID)

Greg
Thomspon

"Elucidation of Macro-alloy Treatments in
High Temperature Shape Memory Alloys."

UA

30,000

6/1/08-5/31/10

NASA Seed Grant
(RID)

Amy Lang

"Microgeometries for Boundary Layer
Control."

UA

30,000

6/1/08-5/31/10

UA

30,000

6/1/08-5/31/10

NASA Seed Grant
"High Efficiency Photovoltaics Using III-Nitride
Dr. Patrick Kung
(RID)
Materials for Space Applications."
NASA Seed Grant
(RID)

Olcmen

Parametric Study of Impringing/Counterflow
Supersonic Jets

UA

15,000

6/1/07-5/31/08

NASA Seed Grant
(RID)

Marzen

An Investigation of Wet-target Craters on
Mars

UA

15,000

6/1/07-5/31/08

NASA Seed Grant
(RID)

Stanishensky

Nanoporous Multilayer Metal - copmplex
Oxide Ceramic Nanoparticle Compacts for
Membrane Technologies in ISRU systems

UAB

16,000

6/1/07-5/31/08

NASA Seed Grant
(RID)

Gang Li

Modelling Particle Acceleration and Transport
in the Inner Heliosphere

UAH

30,000

6/1/08-5/31/10

NASA Seed Grant
(RID)

Junpeng Guo

"Nano-Plasmonic Sensors for Space
Exploration."

UAH

30,000

6/1/08-5/31/10

NASA Seed Grant
(RID)

Paddison

A Computational Study of Factors Governing
Proton Conductivity in Anyhydrous ProtonConductivity Polymeric Membranes for Fuel
Cells

UAH

14,214

6/1/07 to 5/31/08

NASA Seed Grant
(RID)

Burko

Towards Nano-Technology to Device
Realization for Sensor and Health Monitorin

UAH

15,980

6/1/07 to 7/31/08
(extension)
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5.0 NASA EPSCOR

The goals of Alabama NASA EPSCoR are:
• To eﬀect a permanent increase in the national
competitiveness of Alabama’s basic research
programs in targeted areas.
• To enhance research areas which already have
strength and which are closely related to the
special needs of Alabama.
• To provide the basis for continuing expansion
of basic research in Alabama in the postEPSCoR era.

NASA EPSCoR Projects

can also be used for environmental monitoring, food
safety inspection, pharmaceutical development, and
other applications.

NANO PLASMONIC SENSORS FOR SPACE
EXPLORATION
Dr. Junpeng Guo
Department of Electrical and Computer
Engineering, UAH
Small sensors are very critical in space applications because of the cost associated with launching into space.
Currently, Dr. Guo and his students at the University of
Alabama in Huntsville are
investigating novel nanoplasmonic sensors which
could potentially have
significant impacts on
space sensor technologies. The nano-plasmonic sensors are made of
nanostructures of thin
metal film by using a
technology called electron beam lithography.
The size of nanostructures is around 100 nanometers
or less (100 nanometers is about 1/500 of the diameter of a human hair). Although the size of nanostructure metals like nanostructure gold is very small, it still
contains millions of freely moving electrons. These
free electrons in gold nanostructures can oscillate coherently once they are illuminated by a laser light. This
free electron oscillation is called the surface plasmon.
Because the nanostructure is small, surface plasmon
oscillations very sensitively depend on their surface
condition and environment. Nanostructure metal sensors are called nano-plasmonic sensors. Nanostructure plasmonic biochemical sensors can be extremely
sensitive, they can cause a significant change in the
measured optical signal. Nano-plasmonic sensors are
small and sensitive. These features make them very
useful for space applications. Nano-plasmonic sensors

HIGH EFFICIENCY PHOTOVOLTAICS USING III
NITRIDE MATERIALS FOR SPACE APPLICATIONS
Dr. Patrick Kung
Electrical and Computer Engineering, UA

This project focuses on investigating novel methods to
synthesize high quality Indium Gallium Nitride semiconductors capable of enabling the realization of high
eﬃciency solar cells. Such devices would allow the harvest of solar energy with a maximum eﬃciency where
it is most abundant. The research is carried out using
a uniquely designed metalorganic vapor phase epitaxy
reactor at the University of Alabama. This project will
catalyze a collaboration with the III-V Material Group,
Photovoltaic & Power Energy Branch at the NASA Glenn
Research Center.
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MICROGEOMETRIES FOR BOUNDARY
LAYER CONTROL

The proposed work investigates the drag-reducing
capabilities of shark skin and its associated denticles
(placoid scales) on fast-swimming sharks. Among the
hypotheses for drag reduction is the possible bristling
or erection of these miniature scales, actuated locally
by the adjoining flow or globally due to increased skin
tension and body pressure as the shark swims faster.
It is our hypothesis that the bristled denticles result in
the formation of an array of embedded micro-vortices
within the skin when bristled (see figure showing flow
visualization of these vortices in a scaled up bristled
shark skin model below). This leads to a partial-slip
condition at the surface, more closely resembling the
separation control mechanism of dimples on a golf ball.
The primary mechanism by which separation control is
achieved will be evaluated through flow visualization
and measurement. It is postulated that the partial slip
condition, imposed above the embedded vortices, is
the primary mechanism for flow control.

NASA EPSCoR
FY 2006 Appropriation:
$12.8 million
FY 2007 Appropriation:
Pending, Budget
Request of $10 million
FY 2008
President’s Budget
Request: $10 million
FY 2008 Request
from EPSCoR
Request from the
EPSCoR states: $15 million

Dr. Amy Lang and Ph.D. graduate Pablo Hidalgo use Digital Particle Image Velocimetry
(DPIV) to study the flow over a bristled shark skin model.
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Dr. Amy Lang
Aerospace Engineering and Mechanics, UA

6.0 Alabama USDA EPSCoR
2008 Update

mining eligibility for these grant types, the following
definitions apply:

The National Research Initiative (NRI) Competitive
Grants Program was established in 1991 at the
Cooperative State Research, Education and Extension
Service (CSREES) and served as the USDA EPSCoR
Program until it was superseded by the Agriculture and
Food Research Initiative (AFRI) in 2008.

Every 3 years the NRI determines which states are eligible for USDA EPSCoR funding by determining those that
have had a funding level from the NRI no higher than
the 38th percentile of all states, based on total funding
for the previous 3-year period (excluding strengthening set-aside funds). The following insert lists the states
that fall into this category for FY 2009-FY 2011.

The ARFI Food and Agricultural Science Enhancement
(FASE) and EPSCoR program is designed to help institutions develop competitive research, education and
extension/outreach programs in high-priority areas of
national need in agriculture, food, and environmental
sciences. Strengthening Awards consist of Sabbatical
Grants, Equipment Grants, Seed Grants, and Strengthening Standard Project Awards. Ten percent of the AFRI
budget will be set aside for strengthening awards and
post doctoral fellowships.
Sabatical Grants, Equipment Grants, Seed Grants,
and Strengthening Standard Project Awards will be
available during each funding cycle to ensure that researchers at institutions and states that are underrepresented in terms of federal research, education, and
extension/outreach funding receive a portion of AFRI
funds. Eligibility for all strengthening categories except
equipment grants includes: (a) faculties of small and
mid-sized academic institutions (total enrollment of
17,500 or less), that are not among the most successful
universities and colleges for receiving Federal funds for
science and engineering research (b) Project Directors
at degree-granting institutions in USDA EPSCoR states,
and (c) minority serving institutions. All degree-granting institutions that are not among the most successful
in receiving federal science and engineering research
funds are eligible for Equipment grants. When deter52

USDA EPSCoR
Eligible Jurisdictions
New Hampshire
Alabama
North Dakota
Alaska
Rhode Island
Connecticut
South Carolina
Delaware
South Dakota
Idaho
Vermont
Hawaii
West Virginia
Kentucky
Wyoming
Louisiana
Guam
Maine
Mississippi
Nevada
District of Columbia
Micronesia
Puerto Rico
American Samoa
Northern Mariana Islands
U.S. Virgin Islands

Institution

Amount

Period

Title

Yang, W.W.; Li, S.
; Dodo, H.; Siew,
R.

AAMU

100,000

9/15/06 9/14/08

An Integrated Approach to Enhance the Teaching,
Research, and Extension of Modern Food Processing
and Preservation Technologies

Nyakatawa, E.

AAMU

396,109

Silvopastoral Systems for Pine Sawlog, Goat, and
8/1/06-7/31/10 Forage Production on Small and Medium-sized Farms
in the Black Belt Region of the Southeast

Senwo, Z. N.

AAMU

25,000

Acquisition of an Ammonia/Nitrate- Nitrogen Analyzer
8/1/06-7/31/08 to Enhance Research and Training in Agricultural and
Related Sciences

Ranatunga, T.D.

AAMU

99,971

8/15/2007 8/14/2009

Phosphorus and Metal Distribution and
Sorption/Release in Soil Aggregate Fractions from
Poultry Litter Amended Soil

Nyakatawa, E.

AAMU

200,000

2/1/07-1/312009

Conservation Tillage and Fertilizer Management
Practices for Reducing Soil Emission of Methane and
Nitrous Oxide

Zhang, D.

Auburn
University

310,000

Kaltenboeck, B.

Auburn
University

405,000

Bailey, C

Auburn
University

460,000

Cheng, Z.Y.

Auburn
University

160,000

Ewald, S.J.

Auburn
University

480,834

1/15/20061/14/2009

Reducing Risk of Avian Influenza Outbreaks in
Commercial Chickens by Genetic Resistence

Liu, Z.J

Auburn
University

690,000

Feb 2006-Jan
2009

Mapping the Catfish Genome: Bac Contigs, End
Sequencing, and Marker Development for Map
Integration

Bell, L. N.

Auburn
University

122,659

9/15/06 9/14/2008

Stability of Tagatose, A Prebiotic Carbohydrate, In
Model Solutions and Beverages

Price, S.; Toro, H.;
McKee, S. Hoerr,
F.

Auburn
University

298,271

9/15/06 9/14/09

Control of Salmonella in Infected Chickens by
Combining Application of Bacteriophages, Competitive
Exclusion, and Maternal Immunity

Bartol, F.F.;
Bagnell, C.A.

Auburn
University

343,912

9/1/2007 8/31/2010

Molecular Markers and Mediators of Porcine
Reproductive Tract Development

van Santen, V. L.;
Toro, H.; Hoerr, F.
J.

Auburn
University

359,000

9/15/2007 9/14/2011

Effects of Viral Immunosuppression on Disease in
Vaccinated Chickens

Liu,Z.J.

AUBURN
UNIVERSITY

725,000

1/1/2009Ͳ
8/31/2011

DevelopmentoftheSNPPlatformanditsApplicationfor
GeneticMappinginCatfish

Rashotte,A.M.

AUBURN
UNIVERSITY

382,828

9/1/08Ͳ
12/31/2011

TheRoleofCytokininRegulatedTranscriptionFactorsinthe
DevlopmentofLeafStructure

Ramonell, K.M.

UA

100,000

9/1/07 8/31/09

The Role of Receptor Kinases in the Recognition of
Fungal Elicitors

Vincent,J.B.

UNIVOF
ALABAMA

482,090

12/1/2008Ͳ
11/3Ͳ/2011

EstablishingWhetherChromiumisanEssentialElement:
Absorption,Transport,andModeofAction

Taconi, K.A.

UAH

100,000

9/1/07 - 8/
31/2009

Biological Conversion of Biodiesel-Derived Crude
Glycerol to Produce Value-Added Industrial Products

11/15/200711/14/2008
(extended)
9/1/04 8/31/08
(extended)
June 2005June 2008
(extended to
6/15/05 6/14/08
(extended)

Market, Urbanization and Forest/Agricultural Land Use
Change in The Southern United States
Subunit Vaccine Againsts Boving Chlamydia
(Chlamydophila) Percorum Infection
Forestry and Community: Creating Local Markets for
Local Resources
Development of Nanoscale Magnetostrictive Particles
as Novel Biosensor
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Current USDA EPSCoR Projects in Alabama
PI

Response Factors) that have also been seen as cytokinin regulated. A detailed examination of SlCRF expression and cytokinin regulation during leaf development
should help determine the basic role of cytokinin in
Dr. Aaron M. Rashotte, Assistant Professor of Biologi- this process. Overall, this work should provide valucal Sciences at Auburn University was awarded a U.S. able information to growers and breeders about genes
Department of Agriculture grant for $382K from Sep- involved in leaf development that can be used to help
maximize leaf eﬃciency and increase yield.
tember 1, 2008 until August 31, 2011.

THE ROLE OF CYTOKININ REGULATED TRAN
SCRIPTION FACTORS IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF
LEAF STRUCTURE

Tomato (Solanum lycopersicum) is one of the major
vegetable crops produced in the U.S. with sales totaling more than $2,000,000,000 annually. While much
of the study of tomato focuses on the fruit to help improve yield, less work occurs on other organs essential
in providing resources for healthy fruit, such as leaves.
The primary objective of this proposal is to increase
general knowledge about the growth and development
of tomato leaves through examining the regulation of
tomato leaf shape and development by the hormone
cytokinin. Tomato is well recognized as an excellent
system to examine leaf development and cytokinin has
been linked to this development in many studies,
although its mode of action
is unknown. This project
will detail how cytokinin
aﬀects leaf development
through both a general approach using microarrays
to determine the global
expression patterns of cytokinin regulation during
leaf development and a specific approach examining
a set of cytokinin regulated transcription factor genes
known as CRFs. These CRF genes were originally identified in Arabidopsis as cytokinin based regulators of
leaf development. There have subsequently been homologs identified in other species, including four genes
from Tomato (SlCRFs-Solanum lycopersicum Cytokinin

DEVELOPMENT OF THE SINGLE NUCLEOTIDE
POLYMORPHISM SNP PLATFORM AND ITS
APPLICATION FOR GENETIC MAPPING IN
CATFISH
Dr. Zhanjiang Liu, Assistant Director, Associate Dean
for Research in the Auburn University College of Agriculture was awarded a $ 725K award in January 2009.
Aquaculture must be developed and made sustainable in the face of the declining natural fisheries and
increasing human population. Genome-based selection approaches need to be developed to deal with the
major problems in aquaculture such as diseases that
cause an annual loss of almost $100 million. The major
factor limiting selection using genome-based technologies is the lack of tightly linked markers. To circumvent
this problem, innovative and eﬃcient marker platforms
must be developed. This
project intends
to develop the
high-throughput SNP plat
form. We have
identified over
128,000
putative
single
nucleotide polymorphism markers (SNPs), from which
43,717 high-quality SNPs has been identified. In this
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chromium deficiency does not exist.
Chromium may be associated with
the action of the hormone insulin. The
levels of chromium in urine increase,
for example, when the concentration of insulin in the blood increases.
The magnitude of this increase, most
notably of a particular form of chromium in the blood (chromodulin),
may correleate the levels of chromium in the body available for use.
We will test whether the increases in
levels of chromium and chromodulin
in response to sugar (and insulin) can
be used as a marker for chromium
nutritional status. We will also test
recent proposals for how chromium
might aﬀect how insulin works in
the body at a molecular level. This
will involve looking at the eﬀects of
chromium on the steps of the pathway by which insulin signals the cell
to metabolize glucose and to turn on
ESTABLISHING WHETHER
or oﬀ other metabolic and cellular
CHROMIUM IS AN ESSENTIAL
processes. Finally, how chromium is
ELEMENT: ABSORPTION,
moved from the bloodstream (after
being absorbed by the gastrointesTRANSPORT, AND MODE OF ACTION
tinal tract) to tissues has been esDr. John Vincent, Professor and Interim Chair of the tablished; however, how chromium
Chemistry Department and Dr. Jane Rasco, Assistant subsequently moves within the cell is
Professor of Biological Sciences at The University not understood. We will examine the
of Alabama were awarded a $ 482,090 U.S. Depart- potential for a class of proteins called
ment of Agriculture award from December 1, 2008 to monocarboxylate transporters to
move chromium across membranes
November 30, 2011.
within cells.
For approximately 50 years, chromium has been proposed to be an essential trace element in the diet for
humans and other mammals. However, the evidence
for this assertation is ambiguous. Nutritional studies
on chromium are diﬃcult
to perform and interpret
as chromium is present
in small concentrations in
essentially all foods and
human require very little
chromium (if any at all). AdChromium
ditionally, an unambiguous
test to determine whether
an individual suﬀers from

project we will validate these expressed sequence
tags/bacterial artificial chromosome end sequencederived SNPs and identify additional SNPs using deep
sequencing of reduced representation libraries. Informative SNPs will be mapped using both intraspecific
and interspecific resource families. Mapping several
thousands of gene-associated SNPs will allow construction of high density SNP linkage and comparative
maps. Such maps will facilitate whole genome quantitative trait loci analysis and identification of candidate
genes underlining important performance traits. This
project will deliver several additional “by-products”:
integration of linkage maps, integration (at least partially) of linkage and physical maps, and provide information concerning genome-scale gene duplications in
catfish. It is likely that linkage disequilibrium will also
be detected with traits under selection, providing information of marker-phenotype associations. We have
generated all the necessary elements for this project,
and assembled a strong and synergistic team for successful execution of the project.

7.0 Alabama EPA EPSCoR
2008 Update

and programs, and 3) to improve the State’s human
resource base for environmental science, engineering,
and education.

EPA’s
EPSCoR, created in 1991, uses the model
developed by the NSF to assist researchers in lessintensive research states participate in the EPA
STAR (Science to Achieve Results) program. EPA’s
STAR program funds research grants and graduate
fellowships in numerous environmental science and
engineering disciplines and periodically establishes
large research centers in specific areas of national
concern. At present, these centers focus on children’s
health, hazardous substances, particulate matter,
drinking water, water quality, global change, ecosystem
assessment and restoration, human health risk
assessment, endocrine disrupting chemicals, pollution
prevention, and socio-economic research. The EPA
STAR is a merit-based program where all awards are
based on a competitive, peer-review process. The
funding mechanism operates internally within EPA and
does not require any action on the part of the applicant.

EPA STAR Future
EPSCoR states are requesting a $25 million increase in
funds provided for the EPA STAR program. The focus of
this research should be clean water research and ecosystem adaptation and restoration under climate change.

The EPSCoR states propose restructuring the STAR
program’s EPSCoR activities into a new program. The
restructured program would involve researchers from
the eligible states invited through their state EPSCoR
Committee to participate as individuals or groups of
individuals to conduct interdisciplinary projects to
compete for research awards through the EPA STAR
program. The environmental research would be in mission-oriented interdisciplinary areas responding to one
of the Agency’s “theme”
areas. In any given year,
EPA would select the environmental “theme(s)”
Currently, EPA EPSCoR funding is contributing to
to be funded based on
approximately 20 EPA projects. EPA EPSCoR will not
Agency needs. In order to
survive without a Congressional addition to the budget.
ensure the broadest posAn appropriation of $3 million is requested.
sible participation of EPSCoR states, 40 percent
The Alabama EPA EPSCoR mission statement includes
the following: Alabama EPA EPSCoR is committed of the funding would be for individual awards and 60
to fostering interdisciplinary and collaborative percent for collaborative awards.
environmental research clusters across departments,
colleges, and institutions that can synergistically To achieve important EPA research objectives, it is recenhance the research, infrastructure, economic ommended the program be funded at $25 million with
development, and human resources development in the approximately $10 million obligated to the individual
state. The primary goals of the Alabama EPA EPSCoR investigator awards and $15 million for collaborative
program are: 1) to develop environmental science and awards. This approach will significantly enhance EPA’s
engineering components by strengthening the statewide ability to tap into the best ideas that the EPSCoR states
infrastructure needed to remove barriers, 2) to provide have to oﬀer in support of the Nation’s environmental
support for selected environmental research areas research needs.
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DEPARTMENT OF
DEFENSE EPSCOR
8.0 Alabama DEPSCoR 2008
Update
Currently Alabama is ineligible to compete for Alabama
Department of Defense EPSCoR (AL DEPSCoR) funding
but has appointed a DEPSCoR Agency Director for the
purpose of securing eligibilty for the state.

DEPSCoR grants are administered through the Army
Research Oﬃce (ARO), the Oﬃce of Naval Research
(ONR), and the Air Force Oﬃce of Scientific Research
(AFOSR), and DEPSCoR proposals are funded only if
they provide the Defense Department with research
in areas important to national defense. Funded grants
have resulted in innovative research, patents and peerreviewed articles.

Eligibility is based on the amount of Department of
Defense (DoD) funding received by a state. DEPSCoR
eligibility criteria to be considered for a state’s a
research institutions to apply are based on the
following:

DEPSCoR- FY 2008
FY 2008 budget request
is $5.878 M

• Eligible States are EPSCoR States meeting the
NSF established State Committee Formula
• The Formula Used is: Sa < (Na/50)*.6
• A state’s average DoD R&D obligations for last
three data years = Sa
• The National average DoD R&D obligations to
IHE for last three data years = Na

FY07 Appropriation was
$9.478M

A state applying for DEPSCoR funding, must also
demonstrate their commitment to developing DoD
research base and improving science and engineering
research and education programs at institutions
of higher education by providing a 50% cost match on
all proposals.
The
Defense
EPSCoR
program
was
first
authorized in the FY 1995
Defense
Department
Authorization Act.
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DOD RESEARCH ACCOUNTS FOR MORE THAN
ONE THIRD OF ALL FUNDING FOR ENGINEERING
RESEARCH AND PROVIDES 70% OF ALL FEDERAL
FUNDING FOR MECHANICAL ENGINEERING, 60%
FOR ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING, 42% FOR MATERI
ALS ENGINEERING, 29% FOR COMPUTER SCIENC
ES AND 28 PERCENT FOR OCEANS SCIENCES. IT
ALSO PROVIDES FUNDING FOR RESEARCH ON
INFECTIOUS DISEASES AND INJURIES ASSOCIATED
WITH BATTLEFIELD CONDITIONS.

NATIONAL
INSTITUTES OF
HEALTH EPSCOR
9.0 Alabama NIH EPSCoR
2008 Update

T

level for almost half the states in
the nation is less than 0.8% of the
total NIH budget.
The two major components of

he National Institutes of Health (NIH) is home to IDeA are the COBRE and the
the Institutional Development Award (IDeA) pro- INBRE :
• The COBRE (Centers for
gram. IDeA was established in the NIH Revitalization
Biomedical Research
Act of 1993, and serves biomedical researchers in
Excellence) program is
twenty-three states and Puerto Rico. The IDeA prodesigned to increase the
gram invests in the building of biomedical infrastrucnumber of well-trained
ture in jurisdictions that have historically not received
investigators in the IDeA
significant levels of NIH support. IDeA funding is disstates by expanding research facilities, equipping
tributed through NIH’s merit review process, and exlaboratories, providing mentoring for promising
pects recipient institutions to expend considerable efcandidates, and developing research faculty
fort toward developing biomedical research capacity
through support of a multi-disciplinary center,
and competitiveness in their states. IDeA has been
led by an established, senior investigator with
highly successful in increasing the competitiveness of
expertise in the research focus area of the center.
researchers, and research and academic institutions,
• INBRE (IDeA Networks of Biomedical Research
in IDeA states. Since the program’s inception, IDeAExcellence) increases the pipeline of outstanding
supported institutions have successfully competed for
students and enhances the quality of science
more than $1.5 billion in non-IDeA funding at NIH. The
faculty in the IDeA states by networking research
IDeA program is administered by the NIH National Cenintensive and undergraduate institutions. The
ter for Research Resources (NCRR).
INBRE program prepares students for graduate
and professional schools as well as careers in the
IDeA is currently
biomedical sciences, supports research and
budgeted at $218
mentoring of young investigators, and enhances
million (FY 2008).
research infrastructure at participating
The Coalition of
institutions.
EPSCoR States recommend that the
IDeA program budget be increased to
ELIGIBLE JURISDICTIONS: Alaska, Arkan$340 million. Sigsas, Delaware, Hawaii, Idaho, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maine, Mississippi, Monnificant new IDeA funding will be required to take the
tana, Nebraska, Nevada, New Hampshire,
developing IDeA states to the next level of competiNew Mexico, North Dakota, Oklahoma,
tiveness by supporting new programs in direct support
Rhode Island, South Carolina, South Dakoof the NIH mission. At the present funding level, $218
ta, Vermont, West Virginia, Wyoming, and
million per year, many of the critical needs in IDeA
Puerto Rico.
states cannot be adequately met. The current funding
58

APPENDIX
Contents
Graduate Research Scholars Program Round 3 Recipients
Graduate Reasearch Scholars Program Round 4 Recpients
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